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Abstract
Herpesviruses are a large family of enveloped viruses that establish lifelong infections in
their hosts. Human herpesviruses (HHV) include the causative agents of chicken pox,
mononucleosis, and Kaposi's sarcomas. Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) commonly causes
painful mucocutaneous sores, occasionally keratitis, and encephalitis in severe cases.
Herpesvirus entry into cells is mediated by the viral fusogen glycoprotein B (gB), which
is thought to refold from the prefusion to the postfusion form in a series of large
conformational changes that energetically couple refolding to membrane fusion. HSV
entry and cell-to-cell fusion requires gB, gH/gL, and gD, of which all but gD are
conserved in all herpesviruses known to date.

In this work, we investigated the roles of the cytoplasmic domain of gB and gH in
regulating cell-cell fusion, and the application of the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)
pseudotype system to the HSV-1 fusion glycoproteins. Previous work proposed a model
of the gB cytoplasmic domain based on biochemical and functional data. Several gB
cytodomain mutations may relieve fusion repression by altering membrane interaction,
while the mechanism of other hyperfusogenic mutants is not known. We tested several
predictions made by this model, and several possible mechanisms for the regulation of gB
by the cytoplasmic domain. In addition, we characterized the entry of VSV pseudotyped
with HSV-1 gB, gH/gL, and gD into permissive cells that are models of the three routes
of entry used by HSV-1.
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Here we show that all hyperfusogenic mutants increase fusion levels by the same general
mechanism, where fusion overall is faster. The hyperfusogenic mutants still require
gH/gL for fusion, including the cytoplasmic domain of gH. Based on gH cytoplasmic
domain truncations, we propose that the gH cytoplasmic domain activates gB by
destabilization of the gB cytoplasmic domain. The VSV pseudotyped with HSV-1 gB,
gH/gL, and gD entered cells by endocytosis and required low pH because entry was
sensitive to inhibitors of endosomal low pH. Entry of the pseudotyped VSV into Vero
cells did not occur at the plasma membrane as reported for HSV. Thus, while gB, gH/gL,
and gD are sufficient for viral entry by endocytosis, the virions do not recapitulate the
cell-specific entry routes used by HSV. The pseudotyped VSV has potential as a tool to
investigate the fundamental requirements for HSV fusion and cell entry.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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1.1 Fusion of enveloped viruses
Viruses are obligate intercellular parasites that use the host cell to replicate their
genomes. In the process of exiting the cell, many viruses become enveloped in the
membrane of the host cell. This envelope shields most of the virus from the extracellular
environment, including the host immune system. Entry of enveloped viruses requires
fusion of the viral membrane with a cellular membrane. The fusion event allows for the
delivery of the viral genomes into the cytoplasm, permitting infection of the cell.

1.1.1 Entry of enveloped viruses
Enveloped viruses enter cells by either direct fusion with the plasma membrane or by
fusion with the membrane of an endocytic vesicle following endocytosis (Figure 1-1).
The latter process is further subdivided into different types such as receptor-mediated
endocytosis, clathrin-dependent or independent, caveolin-dependent or independent, and
macropinocytosis[6]. For both routes of entry, attachment of the virus to the cell serves as
the first step. Entry at the plasma membrane is triggered by receptor binding, which
results in the activation of the viral fusion protein. Endocytosis is triggered by the virus
binding one or more cellular receptors, with viral fusion activated once the virus reaches
a specific endocytic compartment. Viral fusion at the plasma membrane is pH
independent, while endocytosis can occur by one of several pathways including
macropinocytosis and clathrin mediated endocytosis, and may require a low pH step for
infection[6, 7]. Endocytosis offers advantages for viruses including shielding viral
components from the immune system and bypassing cortical cytoskeleton that would
slow down viral transport[8, 9]. Conversely, fusion at the plasma membrane may be

2

Fusion with the plasma membrane

Cell membrane

Fusion with the endocytic membrane

Cell membrane

Figure 1-1: Illustration of the two options for entry of an enveloped virus. Enveloped
viruses fuse either at the plasma membrane (top), or following endocytosis (bottom).
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preferred if the viral receptor is not rapidly endocytosed[10] or if the virus benefits from
avoiding the low pH or proteolytic environment of the endosome.

1.1.2. Membrane fusion
Enveloped viruses require fusion proteins (fusogens) to overcome the “hydration force”
that prevents two membranes from spontaneously fusing[11]. This force results from the
repulsion of water molecules that are attracted to the phospholipid surface[12]. This
process begins once the viral fusogen, present in a metastable, “prefusion” conformation
on the viral surface (Figure 1-2A) is triggered and extends (Figure 1-2B) so that a
hydrophobic region (termed fusion peptide or fusion loop depending on the protein)
inserts into the opposing membrane[4]. The protein then refolds (Figure 1-2C) into a
more stable “postfusion” conformation (Figure 1-2E). The conformational change from
the prefusion to the postfusion form (Figure 1-2) energetically couples refolding with
membrane fusion[13]. The fusion process of several viruses has been blocked at a state
termed hemifusion (Figure 1-2D), whereby the outer bilayers are fused and lipids can
transfer between the membranes, but the viral and cellular contents remain separate[14,
15]. It has been suggested that many or all viral fusion proteins function via a hemifusion
intermediate[16].

1.1.3. Viral Fusogens
Known viral fusogens have been classified into three classes based on structural
features[17] (Figure 1-3). They are type I transmembrane proteins that undergo
conformational changes that result in a postfusion trimer with a trimer-of-hairpins[18]. In
general, the fusogens are kept inactive until primed by either proteolytic processing of the

4

Figure 1-2: General steps in viral fusogen mediated membrane fusion. (A)
Prefusion conformation of the viral protein. (B) Triggered fusion protein inserts
hydrophobic residues into the opposing membrane. (C, D, E) The fusion protein
refolds into the stable postfusion conformation, pulling the two membranes
together and merging the contents. Adapted from[4].
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fusion protein or a chaperon/companion protein. For example, cleavage of HIV gp160
into its subunits gp120 and gp41 is required for infectivity[19]. Similarly, the p62
precursor of Semliki Forest virus (SFV) must be cleaved into E2 and E3 in order for
normal fusion activity of E1[20]. However, rabies and VSV G fusion proteins reversibly
change conformation in response to low pH, which would prevent inactivation during
maturation and limit fusion to endocytic vesicles[21, 22]. Herpesvirus fusion proteins are
a notable exception to the aforementioned cases, to be discussed in detail later.

Several of the best studied viral fusion proteins, such as influenza HA[23-25] (Figure 13A), HIV ENV[26, 27], Paramyxovirus F[28, 29], and Ebola GP[30, 31], belong to the
first class of fusogens. Fusogens of this class are homotrimers in both prefusion and
postfusion conformations, require proteolytic processing before they are fusion capable,
and are triggered by low pH or by binding to a cellular entry receptor[32].

Viruses with class II fusogens include flaviviruses (e.g. West Nile and Dengue)[33-35],
alphaviruses (e.g. Semliki Forest and Sindbis viruses)[36-38], and more recently, Rift
Valley fever virus (RVFV), a Phlebovirus[39]. These proteins are rich in β-sheets[40], in
contrast to class I fusion proteins that are mostly α-helical, and in the prefusion
conformation form flat dimers on the viral surface. Class II fusogens form a 1:1 complex
with another viral protein termed a “protector” that functions as a chaperone to prevent
premature refolding during viral maturation. To become functional, class II fusogens
require proteolytic processing of the protector proteins, which allows them to be triggered
by a low endosomal pH[41].
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A

B

C

Lipid bilayer

Figure 1-3: Postfusion structures representative of the three classes of viral

fusogens. (A) Class I influenza hemagglutinin (HA) PDB: 1HTM, (B) Class II
Semliki Forest Virus E1 PDB: 1RER, and (C) Class III Herpes Simplex Virus-1
glycoprotein B (gB) PDB: 2GUM. Transmembrane domains are shown as orange
cylinders. Image generated using PyMOL[3].
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The envelope glycoproteins of VSV (G), baculovirus (gp64), and herpesvirus (gB) are
founding members of the third class of viral fusion proteins. Structurally, they are
composed of both α-helices and β-sheets, and all solved structures are trimers[42]. The
structure of VSV G solved at pH 8.7 is the only prefusion class III fusogen structure
solved thus far[43]. Since prefusion VSV G is a trimer, it is likely that the prefusion
conformations of the other class III proteins are also trimers. VSV G and baculovirus
gp64 require low pH for entry [44, 45], which triggers a conformational change in the
proteins by protonation of key histidines[43, 46]. The available structures of HSV-1 gB,
EBV gB, and HCMV gB [47-49] are most likely the postfusion conformations based
largely on structural similarity to the postfusion structure of VSV G[47]. Unlike VSV G
and gp64, gB from these and other herpesviruses have large cytoplasmic domains just
over 100 amino acids in length[47]. When these domains are deleted while maintaining
the transmembrane domain, the gB protein is poorly expressed and not functional [5053]. In contrast, the 29 amino acid tail of VSV G can be truncated or exchanged with
other sequences, and the recombinant VSV is still infectious[54]. The cytoplasmic
domain of gB therefore plays an important role in the structure and function of gB.

1.1.4. Activation of Viral Fusogens
The known mechanisms of viral fusogen activation in vivo require low pH, receptor
binding, or a combination of the two[18]. Influenza HA and VSV G require low pH,
PIV5 and HIV require receptor binding (direct or indirectly via the attachment protein),
and ALV requires both receptor binding and low pH for activation[55]. Outside of
cellular entry, virus fusion with liposomes, or cell-cell fusion (fusion between
neighboring cells) has been triggered using low pH or the required receptor[56-60].
8

Furthermore, soluble fusion proteins bind to liposomes (spherical lipid bilayer vesicles)
in the presence of heat, urea, or reducing conditions (Ebola GP) [61], or specific receptor
(the avian sarcoma leucosis virus ENV)[62], or low pH (SFV E1)[57].

1.1.5. Fusogen regulation by intraviral domain
For many viral fusion proteins, the intraviral/cytoplasmic domain plays a critical role in
localization of the protein to the site of viral budding and/or interaction with viral
structural proteins[63-72]. (Although this domain is inside the virus and should be
referred to as intraviral, it is frequently studied in a cellular context and thus commonly
described as cytoplasmic.) Outside of this role, the cytoplasmic domain of several
fusogens has been shown to regulate virus fusion. Two main examples of fusogen
cytoplasmic domain regulation, membrane interaction, and ectodomain conformation, are
discussed below.

The cytoplasmic domains of retrovirus Env proteins contain regions that augment fusion,
in part, by interaction with the membrane[63, 73-80]. The Env of lentiviruses, members
of the Retroviridae family, have large cytoplasmic domains of up to 200 amino acids in
length, which are ~150 amino acids long in HIV and SIV Env proteins[81]. Deletion of
the HIV ENV gp41 cytoplasmic domain reduces incorporation of the protein into the
virus[71], and abolishes infectivity in most cell types[72]. Truncation and point mutations
of HIV gp41 can also reduce cell-to-cell transmission, in addition to cell-free infectivity
of the virus[80]. The cytoplasmic tail of gp41 contains three amphipathic alpha-helices
termed lentivirus lytic peptides (LLP)[82]. These regions interact with membranes both
as synthesized peptides[83-85], and as part of the full cytoplasmic domain[86, 87].
9

Truncations and mutations of these regions alter the Env ectodomain resulting in a
change in antibody binding, which suggests the membrane interaction regulates fusion
and antigenic exposure[74, 77, 88, 89]. Recent studies using the synthetic LLP-2 and
different liposome formulations suggest this amphipathic helix binds more strongly to the
cell membrane than the viral membrane[90]. This study provides a working model for
how mutations in the LLP-2 region of the cytoplasmic domain of gp41 can reduce
syncytia formation without altering viral fusion[91].

Several paramyxoviruses have a cytoplasmic domain that influences the structure of the
ectodomain via “inside-out signaling”[92-97]. Paramyxovirus fusion requires activation
by the attachment protein (HN, G, or H)[98]. The cytoplasmic domain of the
paramyxovirus fusion protein (F) is critical for fusion regulation [95-97], and pore
expansion during the fusion event[93]. Small deletions, (the last 4 residues), and
mutations in Newcastle disease virus F cytoplasmic domain increased fusion[99], while
larger truncations abolished fusion and infectivity[99, 100]. Nipah virus F (NiV-F)
cytoplasmic domain consists of 34 amino acids. Deletion or mutation of the tribasic motif
KKR that lies close to the transmembrane domain resulted in large hypo- or
hyperfusogenic phenotypes, as well as antigenic changes to the ectodomain[101]. Alanine
substitution of the NiV-F cytoplasmic lysine closest to the membrane resulted in a
hyperfusogenic phenotype with less sensitivity to neutralization by an inhibitory
antibody[101]. Substitution of the nearby arginine had the opposite effect, and fusion was
reduced and sensitivity to the neutralizing antibody increased. It is unknown how such
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mutations in the cytoplasmic domain would alter the conformation of the ectodomain of
NiV-F.

1.2 Regulation of Herpesvirus Entry

Herpesviruses are large (~200 nm) enveloped viruses with linear double stranded DNA
(dsDNA) genomes characterized by life-long latent infections with periodic
reactivation[102]. They are distinct from other viruses morphologically and consist of
spherical virions with a linear dsDNA, the capsid, a proteinaceous layer called the
tegument, and the viral envelope[103]. The order Herpesvirales includes the family
Herpesviridae, as well as Alloherpesviridae (which infect fish and frogs) and
Malacoherpesviridae (which consists of the oyster and snail herpes viruses)[104, 105].
The Herpesviridae family includes viruses that infect mammals, birds, and reptiles, and
are subdivided into alpha-, beta-, and gamma- herpesviruses based on the host cell type
used for latency[106]. Alphaherpesviruses establish latency in neurons, betaherpesviruses
in hematopoetic progenitor cells, and gammaherpesviruses in lymphocytes.

1.2.1. Human Herpesviruses
There are eight human herpesviruses (HHV): the alphaherpesviruses herpes simplex virus
(HSV) type 1 and 2, and varicella zoster virus (VZV); the betaherpesviruses Human
cytomegalovirus (HCMV), HHV-6, and HHV-7; and the gammaherpesviruses Epstein–
Barr virus (EBV) and Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV)[106]. In the
United States from 2005-2010, seroprevalence of HSV-1 and HSV-2 was 53.9% and
15.7%, respectively[107]. Prior to widespread vaccination, most people in the US were
also infected with VZV[108]. During a US survey 2009-2010, 97.8% of samples were
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seropositive for VSV[109]. Nearly 100% of adults in developing countries and 60% of
adults in developed nations are seropositive for HCMV[110]. HHV-6 and HHV-7, which
can cause a mild roseola in young children, are also found at very high levels in the adult
population[111].

1.2.1.1. Herpesvirus replication cycle
Herpesvirus entry begins with attachment (Figure 1-4). Most human herpesviruses can
use heparan sulfate and the related chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG and CSPG)
for attachment[112-117]. HSV-1 attachment is mediated primarily by glycoprotein C,
however gB can also mediate binding[118], and is the predominant attachment protein
for HSV-2[119]. Attachment of HHV-6 to HSPG was not as strong as that of HSV-1, and
HSPG probably does not serve as the primary attachment receptor because heparinase
treatment only modestly reduced attachment of HHV-6 to the target cells[115].
Unusually, EBV does not bind HSPG and, instead, binds to complement receptor type 2
(CD21) on B lymphocytes using gp350/220[120], or binds to an unknown receptor on
epithelial cells using gH/gL[121].

Following attachment, several herpesviruses use more than one route of entry depending
on the cell type. EBV enters B lymphocytes by endocytosis and epithelial cells by fusion
with the plasma membrane[122]. HCMV enters epithelial cells by endocytosis[123], and
fibroblasts by direct fusion with the plasma membrane[124]. HSV-1 is known to use
several cell-type dependent entry routes. HSV-1 infects epithelial and neuronal cells as
part of its pathogenesis [125]. While entry into primary human keratinocytes requires
endocytosis and low pH [126, 127], entry into human neurons occurs by direct fusion
12

Figure 1-4: Herpesvirus replication cycle. Herpesvirus entry begins with
attachment to the cell (step 1), followed by fusion at the plasma membrane
(step 2) or fusion following endocytosis (not pictured). The capsid is

transported to the nucleus (steps 3-5) where viral transcription and
replication take place (step 6). Capsids packaged with viral DNA bud into
the inner nuclear membrane (INM) (step 9), followed by fusion with the
outer nuclear membrane (ONM) (step 11). Capsids then bud into the transGolgi network (TGN) or vesicles derived from the TGN (step 12). Mature
particles travel to the plasma membrane (step 13), and fuse the secondary
envelope with the surface resulting in virion release (step 14).
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with the plasma membrane [128, 129]. Epithelial cells are the primary site of infection
with HSV, followed by infection of neuronal cells where latency is established[130].
Entry into the majority of tissue culture cell lines requires endocytosis and, in many
cases, low pH [131-133]. However, HSV-1 penetrates human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF),
HEp-2, Vero, Rat kangaroo kidney (PtK2), and CHO-PILRα (paired immunoglobulin-like
type 2 receptor alpha) cells [134-137] by directly fusing its envelope with the plasma
membrane. PILRα, non-muscle myosin heavy chain IIA (NMHC-IIA), NMHC-IIB, and
myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG) have been shown to associate with HSV-1 gB,
and is referred to as gB receptors[135, 138-142]. The interaction of HSV gB with a
cellular receptor is a relatively new area of research, and the relevance of this interaction
in viral fusion is still being investigated.

After HSV attachment, which can be blocked or disrupted by soluble heparin, a stable
heparin-resistant interaction between gD and a cellular receptor forms[143], which is
required for fusion[139, 143-145]. Other herpesviruses likewise bind specific entry
receptors[146]. Following fusion, the viral capsid is released into the cytoplasm and is
transported to the nucleus (Figure 1-4, steps 3-5). The capsid docks at the nucleus using
cellular importins, and the viral DNA is injected into the nucleus through the nuclear pore
[147-149]. Viral DNA replication and encapsidation takes place at the nucleus[150], as
does the establishment of latency[151, 152] and the acquisition of some tegument
proteins[153, 154]. During nuclear egress, the capsids bud into the inner nuclear
membrane thereby acquiring the so-called “primary” envelope. This primary envelope is
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lost during subsequent fusion with the outer nuclear membrane in a step called deenvelopment, and capsids are released into the cytosol [153] (Figure 1-4, steps 9-11). In
HSV, both gB and gH have been implicated in the de-envelopment step because deletion
of both gB and gH resulted in a block at the de-envelopment step[155-157]. This suggests
gB and gH have redundant functions in virion fusion with the outer nuclear
membrane[155-157]. Next, the cytosolic capsids are transported to, and bud into vesicles
derived from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) in a process termed secondary envelopment
(Figure 1-4, steps 12-13). It is at the TGN that herpesviruses acquire their final envelope
and glycoproteins along with the tegument[153]. Finally, the mature virions are released
from the cell during cellular exocytosis (Figure 1-4, step 14).

1.2.1.2. Glycoproteins required for HSV entry
The fusion protein gB and the heterodimer gH/gL are conserved in all known
herpesviruses[158]. In addition to gB and gH/gL, both cell entry of HSV and cell-cell
fusion require gD and a gD receptor (Figure 1-5)[159]. There are three known gD
receptors for HSV-1: nectin-1 (a cellular adhesion molecule), herpesvirus entry mediator
(HVEM), and 3-O-sulfated heparan sulfate (3-O HS)[160-162]. Nectin-1 is expressed by
many tissues including epithelial and neuronal cells[162, 163] while HVEM is found on
lymphocytes[164, 165]. However, both receptors can be detected on many cultured cell
lines[166]. The role of 3-O-sulfated heparan sulfate in HSV-1 is the least understood. 3O-HS was found to mediate HSV-1 infection of primary corneal cells[167], and
knockdown of the transferase required for 3-O-HS production reduced HSV entry in
Vero, Hela, and retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells[168]. HSV-2 gD does not bind 3O-HS, and so 3- O-HS does not serve as a HSV-2 receptor for entry or cell-cell
15

Figure 1-5: Viral and cellular proteins required for HSV fusion.[5] Crystal structures
of the two main gD receptors are shown opposite the structure of HSV-1 gD, HSV-2
gH/gL, and the postfusion structure of HSV-1 gB.
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fusion[168, 169]. The soluble ectodomain of gD has been used experimentally in both
HSV entry and cell-cell fusion assays[170-173], indicating the transmembrane and
cytoplasmic domains of gD are not required for fusion. Soluble gD receptor has also been
used successfully in viral entry assays[174, 175].

Proteins on the viral envelope other than gB, gH/gL, and gD are not required for infection
of tissue culture cells, indicating they are not critical for the fusion process. These are gC,
gE, gG, gI, gJ, gM, gK, UL20, UL45, and Us9. As noted previously, gC functions at the
initial attachment step[118]. gE and gI form a stable complex, gE/gI, which enhances cell
to cell spread of the virus by sorting virions to cell junctions[176, 177]. Us9, as well as
gE/gI, functions in capsid transport in axons[178]. Loss of gG does not alter viral entry,
growth kinetics, or plaque morphology[179], which indicates it is dispensable for viral
replication in cell culture. gG is reported to bind chemokines[180], and may play a role in
masking the virus from the immune system. Likewise, gJ does not function in virus
entry[179] but is reported to block apoptosis[181]. gM and UL45 are also dispensable for
viral replication in cell culture[182-184], but loss of either was reported to reduce cellcell fusion of infected cells with neighboring cells[182, 185]. In contrast to the
aforementioned non-essential proteins, HSV gK null viruses show marked defects in
virus egress[186], and reduced infectivity in tissue culture cells and mice[140, 186-190].
gK requires UL20 for surface expression[191], and deletion of either protein shows
similar defects in egress[186, 192]. Syncytial strains of HSV have mutations in gK[193],
and co-expression of gK and UL20 reduces fusion of gB, gH/gL, and gD in transfection
assays[194]. Since gB and gK ectodomains interact[195, 196], it has therefore been
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proposed that gK modulates the interaction of gB with cell surface molecules such as
heparin sulfate proteoglycans[197].

Entry of HSV by endocytosis is directed by gD binding to nectin-1 in some cell
types[10]. However, gD-receptor interaction is not required for endocytosis in CHO-K1
(or CHO-Nectin-1) cells, nor is gB or gH/gL required for endocytosis in these cells[133,
198]. When endocytosis is blocked by hypertonic conditions or energy depletion, fusion
with the plasma membrane does not occur[198-200].However, expression of the gB
receptor paired immunoglobulin-like type-2 receptor alpha (PILRα) in CHO cells
directed entry at the plasma membrane[135, 139]. This suggests that PILRα provides a
positive signal for fusion of HSV with the plasma membrane. However, Vero cells,
which HSV infects by fusion at the plasma membrane, do not express PILRα [140]. gK is
important for HSV entry into neuronal cells[187, 189], Vero cells[140, 187], and for
entry dependent on PILRα[140]. Therefore, HSV fusion at the plasma membrane may
require cellular expression of a gB receptor like PILRα or NMHC-IIA, and the presence
of HSV gK.

In general, the glycoproteins gB, gH/gL, and gD from HSV-1 and HSV-2 share a high
degree of sequence identity and can substitute for one another[201, 202]. The structure of
HSV-2 gH/gL ectodomain that was solved used an N-terminal truncation mutant
(gH2Δ48/gL2) (Figure 1-5)[203]. Several neutralizing antibodies map to the missing Nterminal residues, indicating that these residues are important for fusion[204].
Truncations in the N-terminus of gH, when gH was co-expressed with gL and gB,
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resulted in low levels of cell-cell fusion in the absence of gD[171, 173], suggesting that
the N-terminus of gH negatively regulates fusion. The mechanism for this regulation
involves the N-terminus of gH interacting with gL, since mAbs to gL which do not block
fusion in the presence of full-length gH, do block fusion in the presence of N-terminally
truncated gH[173]. The solved structure of HSV-2 gH/gL, therefore, may represent a
partially activated conformation of the protein[173]. There are conflicting reports on the
requirement of the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of gH[171, 205, 206], which
may be explained by the different experimental conditions and assays. gL is a soluble
protein and is required for proper folding and function of gH[207]. HSV gH appears to
have a role in viral egress because the deletion of both gB and gH resulted in virions that
were trapped in the perinuclear space[155-157]. This suggests gB and gH have redundant
functions in virion fusion with the outer nuclear membrane (de-envelopment)[155-157].
There are contradictory reports of gH/gL inducing hemifusion[208, 209]. Synthetic
peptides from gH ectodomain interact with lipids[210-217], but any potential
involvement of gH/gL in fusion beyond triggering gB is unknown. It is not certain
whether the gH/gL ectodomain activates gB in a manner akin to paramyxovirus fusion
and attachment proteins, or if gH/gL plays an active role in the fusion process.
HSV-1 gB has a large ectodomain of 730 amino acids, followed by a membrane proximal
region (MPR), a single transmembrane domain (TMD), and a large cytoplasmic/intraviral
domain (CTD) of 109 amino acids (Figure 1-6)[47]. All available crystal structures of the
gB ectodomains represent the trimeric postfusion form, and the prefusion form of gB is
anticipated to be a trimer that adopts a conformation very different from that of the
postfusion form (Figure 1-6)[1, 47-49, 173, 218, 219]. All known neutralizing antibodies
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Figure 1-6: The HSV-1 gB structure is the postfusion conformation. (A) HSV-1 gB
ectodomain structure (PDB 2GUM). Domains of a single protomoter are colored and
labeled. (B) VSV G prefusion (PDB 2J6J) and postfusion (PDB 2CMZ) structures. (C)
Diagram of the full length HSV-1 gB showing the signal sequence (SS), ectodomain,
membrane proximal region (MPR), transmembrane region (TM), and the cytoplasmic
domain (CTD). Amino acid numbers are labeled above. Adapted from[1].
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against gB can bind to its postfusion form[220, 221] suggests that the neutralizing
epitopes are maintained in both the pre- and postfusion conformations, indirectly
supporting this prediction. gB has two internal fusion loops that mediate binding to
liposomes in vitro[222, 223] and are required for fusion[224]. Extensive, but
unsuccessful, attempts to express soluble gB ectodomain in the prefusion conformation
suggest that the remainder of gB – the MPR, TMD, and CTD – is required to maintain
the prefusion conformation[225]. The MPR contains hydrophobic residues which may
stabilize the prefusion conformation of gB[1], shield the fusion loops[226], or both. As in
HIV Env, most of the cytoplasmic domain is required for gB processing, viral
incorporation, and function, and this region actively regulates fusion[2, 50, 51, 227, 228].

1.2.1.3. Current model of the HSV fusion cascade
According to the current model of HSV fusion [5] (Figure 1-7), based on the work of
several laboratories [143, 171, 173, 229-232], fusion is initiated when gD binds one of its
receptors at the cell surface and undergoes a conformational change [233, 234]. Activated
gD then probably activates gH/gL [171, 173, 229], which in turn activates gB [203, 231,
232], although neither mechanism has been elucidated. Activation of gB by gH/gL is
presumed to involve direct interactions between their respective ectodomains, and both
gB-gH/gL interactions and cell fusion can be inhibited by the neutralizing antibodies
against either protein [203, 232]. A murine melanoma cell line (B78) stably expressing
high levels of nectin-1 (C10 cells) has been used frequently to study the steps in HSV
fusion[166, 235]. In C10 cells transiently expressing HSV-1 glycoproteins, low levels of
cell-cell fusion were detected in the absence of gD but in the presence of gB, gL, and the
N-terminally truncated gH[173]. Cell-cell fusion in trans, where HSV gB and gH/gL are
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Figure 1-7: Sequence of HSV-1 glycoprotein interactions required for fusion.[1]
HSV gD binds to the cellular receptor, and then activates gH/gL. The activated gH/gL
interacts with gB in the prefusion conformation, triggering fusion. Following fusion, gB
will be in the postfusion conformation.
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expressed in separate cell populations before co-incubation, and cell-cell fusion using
soluble ectodomains of gH/gL and gD added to gB transfected cells were also reported in
C10 cells suggesting that only the ectodomains of gB and gH/gL need to interact for
fusion[171, 173]. These experiments have only been done in the one cell type, C10, and
only upon a 40-hr co-incubation time. HCMV entry (and cell-cell fusion) in trans has
also been observed with gB and gH/gL[236, 237], whereas HSV-1 entry in trans was not
detected[237]. These results hint that gH/gL is not required for proper folding or stability
of the prefusion form of gB, but this possibility has not been fully tested. Moreover, it
suggests that under extreme conditions, gB can function without direct interaction with
the cytoplasmic domain of gH.

1.2.2. HSV Fusion Regulation
Syncytia are large multinuclear cells resulting from cells fusing with their neighbors. The
term polykaryocytes has also been used with nuclei of 2-10, while a syncytium can be
over a thousand cells[238]. The formation of syncytia can occur in uninfected cells as
cell-cell fusion plays an important role in tissue development[239] and is common in
cells infected with certain viruses such as paramyxoviruses[96]. In herpesviruses,
syncytia formation is often observed cells infected with laboratory-adapted or mutated
strains of HSV [238]. Certain clinical isolates also induce extensive cell-cell fusion and
are called syn+ or hypersyncytial mutants [197, 240, 241]. The syncytial phenotype
appears to be self-limiting in hosts[238, 242], suggesting the restriction of cell-cell fusion
benefits the virus in vivo. Our understanding of the contribution of the syncytial strains to
HSV pathogenesis will be enhanced by the newly emerging sequencing information from
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clinical samples[243-246]. By contrast, syncytia formation in VZV infected cells appears
to be part of the normal disease state, enabling spread of the virus[247-251].

Herpesvirus-induced cell-cell fusion has been quantified using two main approaches:
counting of multinucleated cells and luciferase expression reporter systems (Figure 1-8).
In many studies, cells were fixed following infection with HSV or after transfection with
the glycoproteins. The cells were stained for contrast between single cells and the nuclei
counted[179, 182, 206, 252-257]. Later studies have used immunofluorescence to
identify cell membrane boundaries and quantify the nuclei within the membrane
limits[171-173, 208, 209, 230-232, 258] (Figure 1-8A). The amount of fusion has also
been quantified using luciferase expression (Figure 1-8B), where a luciferase reporter
plasmid (under control of the T7 promoter) is transfected into one cell population while
another cell population expresses the T7 polymerase[52, 53, 159, 202, 205, 259-265].
Expression of luciferase requires fusion of the two cell populations, and is quantified as
luminescence units.

1.2.2.1. Cytoplasmic domain of gB
The cytoplasmic domain of gB is critical for fusion and plays a role in directing the
protein to the TGN for secondary envelopment[266-270]. Several recognized endocytic
motifs, including dileucine and YXXΦ [271], are present in the cytoplasmic domain of
gB (Figure 1-8A) [68, 272]. Phosphorylation of the tyrosine in the YXXΦ motif of HSV1 gB or a nearby threonine also leads to endocytosis (Figure 1-8A)[273-275]. Deletion or
mutation of these motifs increase surface expression of gB[66, 194, 275] but does not
always increase fusion[2, 276]. HSV-1 gB lacking the last 41 amino acids, gB863,
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gB

gB, gH, gL, gD
HSV-1 gB: Red
Figure 1-8: Two methods of quantifying of cell-cell fusion. (A) Cells expressing
gD receptor were transfected as indicated in white text and co-incubated. Nuclei
were stained with DAPI and HSV-1 gB was labeled with anti-gB followed by a
fluorescent secondary antibody. The fluorescent signal defines the cell area and the
numbers of nuclei in each cell are counted. (B) Target cells are transfected with the
gD receptor (HVEM) and a reporter plasmid expresses luciferase under the control of
the T7 promoter. Effector cells are transfected with the required glycoproteins (or
controls), and the T7 polymerase. Luciferase production is quantified as the measure
of fusion.
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could still complement a HSV-1 gB-null virus to within 100 plaque forming units
(PFU)[50]. A larger deletion, such as gB855 or gB851, did not complement HSV-1 gBnull virus[256, 277]. More information is available from truncation experiments of HSV2 gB. gB855 (HSV-1 gB numbering) could complement gB null virus at 15 ± 4% PFUs
of WT but induced qualitatively more cell-cell fusion (relative to WT gB) in a
transfection system, while gB851 could not complement or direct fusion at all, and
gB858 was 74 ± 26% PFUs of WT[276]. Fan et al suggested that the discrepancy
between the increased cell-cell fusion but decreased virus complementation with gB855
can potentially be explained. gB855 benefits from lacking the endocytic motifs and helix
3, which will increase surface expression and fusion respectively, but lacks important
contributions of the missing residues between residues 855 and 858. These residues are
likely important to the function of HSV gB.

1.2.2.1.1. Syncytial mutations in gB
The 109-amino-acid cytoplasmic domain (cytodomain) of gB appears to restrict the
fusion activity of gB. Although cell-cell fusion is not normally associated with an HSV
infection in tissue culture [278], certain clinical isolates induce extensive cell-cell fusion
manifested as multinucleated cells, or syncytia [240, 241]. The syncytial (syn) phenotype
of these isolates can result from mutations in several glycoproteins but is often due to a
single point mutation in the gB cytodomain [241, 257, 277, 279-283]. In a virus-free cellcell fusion system, such syn gB mutations result in increased fusion [2, 238, 282] and are
termed “hyperfusogenic” [2]. A number of engineered mutations within the gB
cytodomain likewise result in hyperfusion [2, 276, 281, 282, 284], which suggests that
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the cytodomain has an inhibitory role in fusion. Complete truncation of the cytoplasmic
domain results in a gB that is unable to complement a gB-null virus and is misfolded as
judged by its glycosylation pattern [51].

1.2.2.1.2. Current model of gB cytoplasmic domain

Our current model of the gB cytoplasmic domain structure uses biochemical and
functional data generated in our lab (Figure 1-9). The gB cytodomain was expressed in E.
coli in order to characterize its structure and biochemical properties[2, 285]. When
expressed as a soluble protein, the gB cytoplasmic domain is a trimer that is largely
alpha-helical based on circular dichroism data[285]. It increases in helicity in the
presence of anionic lipid membranes and stably associates with these membranes.
Truncations of helix 3 were hyperfusogenic in the context of full-length gB but showed
reduced binding to membranes in the membrane-binding assay utilizing soluble
cytoplasmic domain. This suggested that membrane binding of helix 3 helps stabilize the
prefusion conformation of gB. Proteolytic digestion of the purified cytoplasmic domain
refined the location of the predicted helices and revealed a protease-resistant region
between h1 and h2. Differences in proteolytic cleavage patterns with and without anionic
membranes, with fewer accessible cleavage sites in the presence of anionic membranes,
supported the hypothesis that the cytoplasmic domain becomes fully folded only in the
presence of membranes[2]. The current model therefore positions helix 3 near the
membrane, splits helix 1 and helix 2 into sub-helices, and leaves a protease-resistant core
between helix 1 and 2. An isolated cytoplasmic domain with a trimerization domain
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Figure 1-9: Current model of the gB cytoplasmic domain shown interacting
with a lipid layer[2]. The cytoplasmic domain forms a trimer in solution, and
becomes more ordered in the presence of anionic liposomes.
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attached to the N terminus was misfolded suggesting the TM helices are separated and do
not closely interact[2].

1.2.2.2. Cytoplasmic domain of gH
gH/gL is required for viral fusion in all herpesviruses[203] and most likely regulates
fusion by triggering a conformational change in gB. Mutations in the short (14 amino
acids) cytoplasmic domain of gH reduce fusion suggesting that the tail positively
regulates fusion (Figure 1-10)[172, 252]. The combination of a 6-amino acid truncation
and a V831A mutation in the gH tail (gHSAP) reduces fusion in the presence of either a
WT or a syn gB mutant[172]. A 5-amino acid insertion mutant at the beginning of gH
cytoplasmic tail (824L) was expressed at WT levels but did not complement a gH-null
virus[205]. A single deletion of I823, (predicted to be the last residue of the TM domain),
abolished cell fusion but virus rescue was 9% of WT[206]. Chimeras of gH containing
sequences of CD8, HA, or gD in place of the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains
all expressed at WT levels on the cell surface, but were unable to complement virus for
function in cell-cell fusion[206]. Together these experiments support a model where both
the identity of the residues of the gH cytotail and their location are important for fusion.
While the above evidence suggests an interaction between the cytoplasmic domains of gB
and gH as part of the regulation of fusion, the cytoplasmic domains of gB and gH
expressed in E. coli did not interact in vitro, even in the presence of anionic
liposomes[172]. One explanation for this result is that the role of the gH tail is to
destabilize the prefusion conformation of gB, and that a stable interaction does not occur
under ordinary conditions. Another possibility is that the transmembrane domains of gB
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Figure 1-10: Diagram of HSV-1 gH with the 14 amino acid sequence of the
cytoplasmic domain (tail). Previous studies have made substitutions and deletions
(discussed in the text) in the transmembrane region (triangle), an insertion of MFKHL at
824 shown with the down arrow, V831A substitution, deletion of the last 6 residues
underlined, and a combination of the V831A substitution and deletion of the last 6
residues.
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and gH are required for a stable interaction to occur. The prediction that the cytoplasmic
domain of gB stabilizes the prefusion conformation of gB [2] would suggest that the gB
cytodomain adopts its inhibitory prefusion conformation in the presence of PC:PA
liposomes. Nevertheless, it is still possible that the cytoplasmic domain of gB expressed
alone, in the absence of the rest of gB, may not adopt its proper inhibitory conformation
with which the gH cytoplasmic domain would be expected to interact.
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1.3 Questions to be addressed in this thesis
Herpesvirus entry is a fascinating and complex process that is subject to several levels of
regulation. Our current model states that HSV fusion requires the interaction of gB and
gH/gL ectodomains, following gH/gL activation by the gD-receptor complex. The full
details of these interactions are unknown, in part, because only the postfusion structure
for gB has been determined. The prefusion structure of gB likely requires the membrane
proximal, transmembrane, and cytoplasmic domains. Mutations in the cytoplasmic
domain of gB often increase fusion, suggesting the cytoplasmic domain represses fusion.
Therefore, expression of prefusion gB and the regulation of gB fusion appear to be linked
by dependence on the cytoplasmic domain. Understanding the role of the cytoplasmic
domain in regulating fusion may inform studies that try to lock gB in the prefusion
conformation, in addition to shedding light on the mechanisms of gB fusion regulation.

Studies exploring herpesvirus gB, gH/gL, and gD indicate that these four viral proteins
are sufficient for fusion of gD receptor expressing cells. HSV has over a dozen different
proteins on its surface, most of which are individually dispensable for entry. However, it
is unknown whether the core HSV fusion machinery gB, gH/gL, and gD can function in
viral entry in the absence of all the other envelope proteins. We hypothesize that
prefusion gB could be expressed and studied in the context of the full length protein.
Therefore, we expressed HSV gB alone, and in combination with gH/gL and gD in a
recombinant viral system different from HSV to determine whether these four viral
proteins are sufficient to mediate viral fusion and entry. Finally, the precise role of gH/gL
in the fusion process is unclear. We therefore sought to determine whether soluble gH/gL
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ectodomain can interact with membranes and to identify residues responsible for lipid
interactions. Answers to these questions will further clarify the requirements for HSV
fusion and entry.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
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2.1. Cloning

2.1.1. Plasmids
Plasmids pPEP98, pPEP99, pPEP100, and pPEP101 carry the full-length HSV-1 (strain
KOS) gB, gD, gH, and gL genes, respectively, in a pCAGGS vector and were gifts from
P. G. Spear [159]. Plasmids pCAGT7 (carrying the T7 polymerase gene) and
pT7EMCLuc (carrying the firefly luciferase gene) [261] were also gifts from P. G. Spear.
Plasmid pSC386 carrying the HVEM gene [286] and pCAGGS vector were gifts from G.
H. Cohen and R. J. Eisenberg. Plasmid pmCherry-C1, a Clontech pAcGFP1-C1 vector
carrying mCherry in place of enhanced green fluorescent protein (GFP), was a gift from
R. R. Isberg. Plasmid pJLS8 (gB with R858H mutation) was generated previously [2].
Plasmid pCMV-VSVG was provided by J. White. Plasmid pCOBlast, which expresses
the Blasticidin resistance gene under control of the copia promoter, and pMT/BiP/V5His, which expresses the gene of interest under a copper inducible promoter with the BiP
secretion signal sequence, were purchased from Invitrogen (K513001).

2.1.2. gB cytoplasmic domain mutants
The R858H point mutant (pJLS8) in the gB expression plasmid pPEP98 was described
previously [2]. Point mutations in the cytodomain of the full-length gB gene were
generated in pPEP98 using “splicing by overlap extension” PCR (SOE PCR) [287]. The
forward primer 5’-TCCCACGTGCGTGCCGGTCGC-3’ (PmlI site underlined) and
reverse primer 5’-CAGAGGGAAAAAGATCTGCTAGAC-3’ (BglII site underlined)
were used in each SOE PCR. Primer pairs used for each mutant are as follows: (L817H)
5’-CCACCAAGGAGCACAAGAACCCCA-3’ and 5’-
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TGGGGTTCTTGTGCTCCTTGGTGG-3’; (E830S/E831S) 5’GAGGGCAGTTCGGGCGGTGACTTTGAC-3’ and 5'GTCAAAGTCACCGCCCGAACTGCCCTC-3'; (E842S) 5'CTAGCGAGTGCGAGGGAGATGATACGG-3' and 5'TATCATCTCCCTCGCACTCGCTAGCT-3’; (E845S) 5'GCCGAGGCAAGGTCTATGATACGGTAC-3' and 5'GTACCGTATCATAGACCTTGCCTCGGC-3'; (E857D) 5’GCCATGGACCGCACGGAACACAAGG-3’ and 5’CCTTGTGTTCCGTGCGGTCCATGGC -3’; (K864S/K865S/K866S) 5'AAGGCCAGCAGTTCAGGCACGAGC-3' and 5'GCTCGTGCCTGAACTGCTGGCCTT-3'. The resulting plasmids were pJLS19
(L817H), pJLS21 (E830S/E831S), pJLS23 (E842S), pJLS25 (E845S), pJLS27 (E857D),
and pJLS29 (K864S/K865S/K866S). These initial plasmids contained cloning errors at
the 5’ PmlI site and were subcloned back into pPEP98 using PvuI and BglII sites to
generate pJLS19F, pJLS21F, pJLS23F, pJLS25F, pJLS27F, and pJLS29F plasmids that
were used in all experiments reported here. The double mutant L817H/R858H (pHR21)
was generated by digesting pJLS8 and pJLS19F with MluI and ligating the 2 smaller
fragments from pJLS19F with the large fragment from pJLS8, and screening for the
correct orientation by restriction digest.

2.1.3. gH cytoplasmic domain mutants
The gH truncation gH832 was generated previously [172]. The gH truncation gH828 was
generated by SOE PCR using the pairs 5’AGCCTTCTGATAGCCTCGGCCCTGTGTACGT-3 and 5’36

CGGGACTTATTACCGGAGAACCTTTAGGA-3’, and 5’TCCTAAAGGTTCTCCGGTAATAAGTCCCGTTTTTTTG-3’ and 5’GTCCCCATAATTTTTGGCAGAGGGAAAAA-3’ (double stop codon in bold). The
PCR product was subcloned into pPEP100 using Bsu36I and BglII. Truncations in the
cytodomain of gH were generated by PCR from pPEP100 and cloning the fragment back
into pPEP100, except for gH828, which was generated using SOE PCR. The forward
primer 5’-AGCCTTCTGATAGCCTCGGCCCTGTGTACGT-3’ was used in each case
which is before the Bsu36I restriction site. The reverse primer 5’CCAAAAAGATCTTTATTATGTCCGGAGAACCTTTAGGA-3’ (BglII site
underlined and double stop codon in bold), was used to generate gH829. The reverse
primer 5’-AAAACGGAGATCTTTATTAGAGAACCTTTAGGATGCCAGCCAGG-3’
(BglII site underlined and double stop codon in bold), was used to generate gH827. The
reverse primer 5’-GGACACTAGATCTTTAAACCTTTAGGATGCCAGCCA -3’ (BglII
site underlined and stop codon in bold), was used to generate gH826. The reverse primer
5’-CACTTGTAGATCTTTACTTTAGGATGCCAGCCAGGGC-3’ (BglII site
underlined and double stop codon in bold), was used to generate gH825. The reverse
primer 5’- TGTCCGAGATCTTTATAGGATGCCAGCCAGGGCGG-3’ (BglII site
underlined and stop codon in bold), was used to generate gH824. All constructs were
verified by sequencing.

2.1.4. HSV-2 gH and gL Drosophila expression vectors
HSV-2 gH and gL ectodomains were synthesized as codon optimized plasmids from
ThermoFisher GeneArt. gH was synthesized in two parts with a six histidine tag, and
ligated together using BamHI and Bsu36I restriction sites. The plasmid was verified by
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sequencing. The gH gene was digested using BamHI and HindIII and ligated using the
same in pFBD (FastBacDual for SF9 expression). gL was later digested and inserted in
the same pFBD using KpnI and NcoI, making pHR9. The gH from pHR9 was removed
using BglII, which was engineered to be after the native signal sequence, and MfeI. This
was ligated into pMT/BiP/V5-His using BglII, (in frame with the BiP signal sequence),
and EcoRI, (compatible with the MfeI site). The resulting plasmid, pHR7, retained the
6XHis tag following P803 and a GSGS linker, and ends with a stop codon. The codon
optimized gL was cloned by PCR using the forward primer containing the BglII
restriction site just after the native signal sequence 5’GGAGCTTGGAGATCTAGCCAGGCTACTG-3’ (BglII site underlined), and 5’GCTCCAGGTACCTTAGTTAC-3’ (KpnI site underlined and stop codon in bold). The
product was digested and inserted in frame into pMT/BiP/V5-His using the BglII and
KpnI restriction sites, to make pHR8. The plasmids were verified by sequencing.

2.2. Cell based assays

2.2.1. Cell lines used
CHO cells were a gift from J. M. Coffin and grown in Ham’s F-12 media supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37 °C in the presence of 5% CO2, except where
noted. Vero and 293T cells were a gift from J. M. Coffin, BHK cells were a gift from J.
White, and the C10 and CHO-R3A cells were gifts from G. H. Cohen and R. J.
Eisenberg. All cell lines were grown at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Vero, BHK, and 293T cells
were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% fetal
bovine serum (FBS). CHO-R3A cells, which are CHO cells that stably express nectin-1,
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were grown in Ham's F-12 medium supplemented with 10% (FBS) and 500 μg/ml
Geneticin. C10 cells, which are B78H1 derivatives that stably express nectin-1, were
grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% FBS and
250 μg/ml Geneticin. Drosophila Schneider 2 (S2) Cells were purchased from Invitrogen
(catalog no. R690-07) and grown at 28 °C in Schneider's Drosophila Media with 10%
heat inactivated FBS.

2.2.2. Antibodies
Goat anti-rabbit and goat anti-mouse polyclonal antibodies were purchased from BioRad.
Rabbit polyclonal antibodies R137 (anti-HSV-1 gH/gL), R7 (anti-HSV-1 gD), R68 (antiHSV-1 gB), and mouse monoclonal antibodies SS10, SS55, C226, and SS84 (anti-HSV-1
gB) were gifts of G. H. Cohen and R. J. Eisenberg. Mouse monoclonal antibodies IE9F9
(anti-VSV-G), 23H12 (anti-VSV-M), and neutralizing antibody 8G5F11 (anti-VSV-G)
were purchased from KeraFast.

2.2.3. Luciferase Reporter Cell-cell Fusion Assay
Cell-cell fusion was measured using the well-established luciferase gene reporter system
[2, 159, 263, 288]. CHO cells were seeded into 6-well and 24-well plates and transfected
the following day at 70-90% confluency using Lipofectamine 2000. Target cells in 6-well
plates were transfected with 1.6 g pT7EMCLuc and 0.4 g pSC386 per well in 1 ml
Optimem with 5 l Lipofectamine 2000. Effector cells were transfected in triplicate with
80 ng each of gB (pPEP98), gB cyto mutants, or empty vector (pCAGGS), along with gH
(pPEP100 or gH mutant), gL (pPEP101), gD (pPEP99) and pT7 (pCAGT7) in 200 l
Optimem with 3 l Lipofectamine 2000 per each well. For the initial experiments in
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Figure 3-2A, 3 hours post-transfection target cells were washed with phosphate buffered
saline (PBS), treated with trypsin, and co-cultured with effector cells washed with PBS at
1:1 ratio for 20 hours. For later experiments, cells were co-cultured 4 hours posttransfection for 18 hours or the indicated time point. Cells were washed with 1 ml PBS
per each well, lysed with 200 l of 1X lysis buffer (Promega), and assayed or frozen at 80 °C until later. Luciferase production was assayed by adding 100 l of substrate
(Promega) and measuring luminescence using BioTek plate reader. In each experiment,
light output from vector was subtracted from each sample and expressed as a percentage
of WT conditions. Values reported here represent averages of the results of at least three
experiments unless otherwise noted. To test fusion without gH/gL or gD, the expression
plasmids were substituted with pCAGGS during transfection.

2.2.4. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
Surface expression of gB and gB mutants was assessed by fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) as previously described [2] with modifications. CHO cells seeded
previously to 6-well plates were transfected with 1.6 g gB (pPEP98), the indicated
mutant, or empty vector (pCAGGS), and 0.4 g pmCherry-C1 with 5 l Lipofectamine
2000 in 1 ml Optimem. Transfection solution was replaced after 4 hours and incubated
18-20 hours in 2 ml growth media. Cells were treated with trypsin and resuspended in
PBS with 3% FBS (FACS media). 1 X 106 cells were washed with FACS media and
resuspended in 50 l primary antibody (1:1,000 in FACS media). To test expression of
gB and the gH truncation mutants together, CHO cells were transfected with 0.4 g each
of gB, gH or the indicated mutant, gL, gD, and pmCherry-C1 with 5 l Lipofectamine
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2000 in 1 ml Optimem as above expect the cells were incubated for 12 hours after
replacing the transfection solution.

2.2.4. Lipophilic dye transfer assay
CHO cells were transfected as described above with the following modifications. Effector
cell transfections used pmCherry instead of pT7, and target cell transfections used
pCAGGs instead of pT7EMCLUC. Transfection solution was replaced with media 4
hours post transfection. Target cells were incubated with 3 M DiO [DiOC18(3) (3,3'Dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine Perchlorate)] (Molecular Probes) in Ham’s F12 media
containing 10% FBS for 20 min at 37° C. Media was replaced twice over 20 min to
remove unincorporated dye. The target and effector cells were detached using versene
solution at 12 hours post transfection, and 1.5 X 105 cells of each were co-incubated on
glass coverslips in a 24-well plate at 37 °C. Four hours later, the cells were washed with
PBS, fixed using 4% PFA in PBS, and stained using DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2phenylindole) at 1 g/ml for 20 min at room temperature. The coverslips were mounted
using Prolong Gold (Invitrogen). Coverslips were imaged with a Spot RT2 color digital
camera mounted on a Nikon E800 microscope. mCherry positive cells were counted in
random visual fields at 40X magnification, and the number of mCherry and DiO positive
cells were quantified. Nuclei in each double positive group were also examined.
2.3. VSV∆G pseudovirions
2.3.1. Generation and purification of VSV∆G-gB
Recombinant VSVΔG-G (Vesicular Stomatitis Virus) was made previously by M. Whitt
[289] and provided by J. White (U. of Virginia). VSVΔG-gB, VSVΔG-G, or VSVΔG
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were generated by transfecting BHK cells with plasmids pPEP98 (gB), pCMV-VSVG, or
pCAGGS and infecting with VSVΔG-G 24 hours post transfection at a multiplicity of
infection (MOI) of 3-5 IU/cell for 1 hour at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 incubator using serumfree DMEM. VSVΔG-G encodes GFP instead of VSVG and infection is monitored by
GFP expression beginning 12-24 hours post infection. The cells were washed 3 times
using PBS++ (containing calcium and magnesium) and incubated in DMEM containing
5% FBS for 24 hours at 37 °C. Supernatants containing virions were harvested by two
rounds of centrifugation at 1,500 g for 10 min at 4 °C. Virions were isolated from the
supernatant by pelleting through a 20% sucrose cushion at 100,000 g in a SW28 rotor and
resuspended in 10% sucrose in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, and 150 mM NaCl (HN Buffer).
Virions were further purified and concentrated by band purification using a 20-60% step
gradient at 40,000 g for 12-16 hours using a SW55 rotor. The band was extracted from
the 20-60% sucrose interface, diluted two-fold in HN buffer, and pelleted through a 20%
sucrose cushion at 100,000 g.

2.3.2. Electron microscopy and immunogold labeling
Purified VSVΔG-gB was diluted 10-fold in ddH2O absorbed on to a carbon-coated grid
made hydrophobic using glow discharge. Samples were stained using 1%
phosphotungstic acid (PTA) pH 7.4. Immunogold labeling was performed using 1% BSA
for blocking, SS10 anti-gB mAb diluted 1:20, rabbit anti-mouse secondary Ab diluted
1:100, and protein A conjugated to 5-nm gold particles. Labeled samples were stained
using 1% PTA. Particles were observed using Tecnai G2 Spirit BioTWIN Transmission
Electron Microscope equipped with an AMT 2k CCD camera.
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2.3.3. Generation of VSV∆G-BHLD
VSVΔG-BHLD virions were prepared following a modified protocol for pseudotyping
Hepatitis C Virus envelope proteins [290]. 293T cells were co-transfected with pPEP98,
pPEP99, pPEP100, and pPEP101 using polyethelenimine (PEI) and 24 hours post
transfection were infected with VSVΔG-G at an MOI of 3-5 IU/cell for 2 hours at 37 °C
in serum-free DMEM. The cells were washed 2-3 times using PBS++ and incubated for
48-72 hours with DMEM containing 5% FBS at 30 °C. Supernatants containing virions
were harvested by two rounds of centrifugation using 1,500 g for 10 min at 4 °C and
stored at -80 °C until use or until further purification as with other virions. VSVΔGBHLD virion preparations were titered by serial dilution on C10 cells using fluorescence
microscopy to detect GFP in the presence of anti-VSV-G mAb 8G5F11. Typical yields
were 105-106 IU/ml.
2.3.4. Quantification of VSV∆G pseudovirion entry
VSVΔG-PIV5, a gift from Sean Whelan (Harvard Medical School), is a recombinant
VSV with VSV G deleted and EGFP and PIV5 glycoproteins F and HN inserted into the
RNA genome. VSVΔG-PIV5 was propagated on Vero cells, and infectious supernatant
was cleared of debris by centrifugation at 1,500 g followed by filtration using 0.2 m
filter. Aliquots were stored at -80 °C.

2.3.5 SDS-PAGE and Western Blot analysis
Viral proteins of concentrated virions were separated using SDS-PAGE in a 12% or 415% TGX gels (Bio-Rad) and visualized by staining with GelCode Blue (ThermoFisher).
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Western blot analysis was used to confirm the presence of VSV and HSV-1 proteins as
indicated in the figure legend.

2.4. Cell entry assays
For imaging and inhibition experiments, cells were seeded in a 24-well plate at
1X105/well and reached confluence the following day. For titering, cells were seeded in a
96-well plate at 5X104/well and infected the following day. GFP expression was
quantified by fluorescent microscopy, or using FACS and gating GFP expressing cells.
For VSVΔG-PIV5, GFP expressing foci formed areas were enumerated the following day
at 12-16 hours post infection.

2.4.1. NH4Cl and Bafilomycin A1 inhibition
For NH4Cl inhibition experiments, media was replaced with media containing 10, 30, or
50 mM NH4Cl prepared from a stock solution of 1.5 M NH4Cl (Sigma), pH 7.4 prepared
that day and the cells were incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour prior to infection. For
bafilomycin A1 inhibition experiments, cells were incubated with 100 or 200 nM
bafilomycin A1 in media prepared from a stock solution of 100 μM bafilomycin
(Adipogen) in DMSO, or the control of DMSO 1:1,000 in media, and the cells were
incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour prior to infection. During this time, VSVΔG-BHLD and
VSVΔG-G controls were incubated with anti-VSVG neutralizing mAb 8G5F11 1:1,000
for at least 1 hour at 4 °C. Virions were then incubated with the cells overnight at 37 °C
in the presence of NH4Cl.
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Antibody blocking experiments were performed by incubating virions with appropriate
antibody for 1 hour at 4 °C prior to addition to the cells. SS10 and SS55 were used at
1:2,000 and anti-VSV-G (8G5F11) at 1:1,000 dilutions. GFP expression 8-16 hours post
infection was tested by FACS (C10 and Vero) or fluorescence microscopy (Vero and
CHO-R3A) and expressed as percentage of GFP-positive cells.

2.4.2. Hypertonic inhibition of endocytosis
Cells were seeded in a 24-well plate at 1x105 cells/well and reached confluence the
following day. Media was replaced with cold DMEM containing 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.4,
and cells were chilled to 4 °C. VSVΔG-BHLD virions, preincubated with anti-VSV-G
mAb 8G5F11 1:1,000 for 1 hour, were added and incubated at 4 °C for 2 hours to allow
attachment. Sucrose solution in PBS was added to 0.3 M or PBS only and the plate was
incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. The cells were washed using PBS and incubated for 2
minutes at 37 °C with Na citrate, pH 3.6, to acid-inactivate remaining virions. The cells
were washed with PBS twice and incubated overnight at 37 °C in media containing FBS.
GFP expression was quantified as described above.

2.4.3. PEG mediated fusion
Cells were seeded and incubated with virions as for hypertonic inhibition experiments.
Stock solution of PEG6000 (Fluka) in PBS was prepared by autoclaving 58% (wt/wt)
solution of PEG6000 in PBS at 121 °C for 15 min, cooling it to room temperature, and
diluting to 44% prior to experiment. Cells were washed twice in PBS, incubated with
44% PEG6000 or PBS for 1 min at 37 °C, and washed five times with PBS. Cells were
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then incubated overnight at 37 °C in media containing FBS. GFP expression was
quantified as described above.

2.5 Protein Purification and membrane binding assays

2.5.1. Stable expression and purification of soluble gH2/gL2
Drosophila Schneider 2 (S2) cells were transfected following supplier’s instructions
(Invitrogen K513001) using calcium phosphate. Initially, 21 μg of DNA were transfected
using 1 μg pCoBlast, 10 μg pHR7, and 10 μg pHR8. Following induction using 500 μM
CuSO4, the amount of gL secreted was clearly greater than gH. The transfection was
repeated using 0.7 μg pCoBlast, 15.7 μg pHR7, and 3.6 μg pHR8 for a molar ratio of 3:1
gH:gL and 1:20 for pCoBlast to total. Stable integration was selected for using 25 μg/ml
blasticidin. After 3 weeks of expansion under blasticidin selection, the cells were adapted
over a week to serum free SF900-II media and then frozen at 2X107 cells/ml using 10%
DMSO and 10% FBS in SF900-II media as S2 gH2/gL2 3:1.

S2 gH2gL2 3:1 cells were thawed and expanded at 28 °C using SF900-II media with 25
μg/ml blasticidin. Expression was induced using 500 -750 μM CuSO4 for 5-9 days in a
spinner flask. At harvest, the S2 cells were pelleted at 3,000 rcf 30 min 4 °C, and the
supernatant filtered using 0.22 μm. PMSF was added to 0.1 μM, Tris pH 8 to 10 mM, and
Imidizole to 10 mM, (final concentrations). Affinity purification was performed using Ni
Excel beads (GE Life Sciences 17-3712-01) incubated overnight with 1 ml beads/250 ml
supernatant, (pre-washed and incubated with buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl,
10 mM Imidizole), with gentle stirring. The beads were collected and washed with 50 ml,
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(25 column volumes), 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl 20 mM imidazole. Elution was
done with 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole using 20 column
volumes. (Most of the protein elutes in the first 10 column volumes). The elution was
concentrated using Millipore Amicon Ultra-15 with 50 kDa molecular weight cutoff, and
gH2/gL2 was separated using size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 10/300
GL column with a 24 ml bed volume (GE Healthcare) using 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM

NaCl, 1 mM EDTA. Purification of larger culture volumes such as 3-5 L, and/or induction
with 700 μM CuSO4, benefitted from concentration and removal of copper using

tangential flow filtration (TFF), similar to the purification of other glycoproteins from
SF9 insect cell supernatant in our lab[291].

2.5.2. Preparation of liposomes
Lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids as dried stocks, suspended in chloroform
to 10 mg/ml, and stored at -20 °C. Lipids used were: POPC (16:0-18:1 PC 1-palmitoyl-2oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) (850457P), POPA (16:0-18:1 PA 1-palmitoyl-2oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (840857), POPS 16:0-18:1 PS (POPS) 1-palmitoyl-2oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (840034), and Cholesterol (700000P).

2.5.2.1. Large unilaminar liposomes (LUV)
Lipid mixtures of PC:Cholesterol (1.7:1.0) were prepared by mixing 250 μl POPC and 75
μl Cholesterol together, and PC:PS:PA (1:1:1) by mixing 250 μl POPC, 258 μl POPS,
and 230 μl POPA. The chloroform was evaporated under vacuum or argon gas in a clean
glass vial. The lipid mixture was further dried under vacuum for 1 hour. Lipids were
suspended in 1 ml TNE buffer and agitated by vortex overnight on the lowest setting. The
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following day, the liposomes were extruded using 0.8 μm filter, followed by 0.1 μm filter
using an Avanti Polar Mini-Extruder using 21 total passes with each filter. Aggregates
were separated using tabletop centrifuge at18,000 rcf for 5 min at room temperature, and
the suspended liposomes were transferred to a new tube and stored at 4 °C.

2.5.2.2. Multilaminar liposomes (MLV)
PC:PS:PA lipids were mixed and dried as above, but in smaller quantities, and
resuspended at 100 μl TNE buffer per 15 μl lipids (~1.5 μg/μl) at 37°C 1 hour 220 rpm
shaking. The MLVs were vortexed and stored overnight at 4 °C (~16 hours). Other
liposome compositions as detailed were prepared similarly. Lipid aliquots for DXMS
were prepared by mixing PC:PS:PA (1:1:1) (6.1 mg total lipids) from chloroform stocks
and drying to a lipid layer under an argon gas stream. The lipids were further dried under
vacuum for 1 hour, then resuspended in 4 ml cyclohexane. The lipid mixture was
aliquoted to 8 (1.5 ml) tubes and frozen in dry ice-methanol with a splash of LN2. A hole
was poked into the cap of each tube before lyophilizing at 0.12 mBar -80 °C 18 hours.
The caps were replaced under argon gas and the tubes stored at -30 °C.

2.5.3. Soluble gH/gL lipid binding assays

2.5.3.1. LUV co-floatation
25 μg PC:Chol or PC:PS:PA 0.1 μm unilaminar liposomes were incubated with 2 μg
soluble HSV-2 gH/gL in 50 μl final volume buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl or 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) on ice for 20 min, then at 37°C for 1 hour.
Following the incubation, 1 M KCl was added and the samples were incubated another
15 min at 37°C. Samples were mixed with 60% sucrose to 0.5 ml at 50% sucrose and
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added to the bottom of Beckman ultra-clear centrifugation tubes. 4 ml of 20% sucrose
was added carefully on top, with a final 0.5 ml buffer (0% sucrose) on top. The tubes
were centrifuged using a Beckman SW-55 Ti rotor at 50,000 rpm (237,000 avg. RCF)
4°C. Fractions were removed from top to bottom in 700 μl volumes, and 300 μl of each
were analyzed using immune-dot blot using Whatman Minifold® I Dot-Blot System.

2.5.3.2. MLV pelleting assay
10 μl of MLVs (15 μg) (or buffer only) were mixed with 3 μg gH2/gL2 previously spun
at 16,000 rcf 20 min 4°C to remove any aggregated protein. Samples were prepared in
triplicate to a final volume of 50 μl with 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl (or higher as
indicated), and incubated at 37°C 1 hour. Samples were centrifuged 16,000 rcf 20 min
4°C. The supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended in 50 μl buffer. Samples
were mixed with 5X Laemmli buffer[292], heated to 95°C for 5 min, and 10 μl run on a
12% SDS-PAGE followed by staining using GelCode™ Blue Stain Reagent (Thermo
Scientific). The stained proteins were imaged using Syngene G:Box and quantified using
Syngene Genetools.

2.5.3.3 Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry (DXMS)
Soluble HSV-2 gH/gL expressed in SF9 and S2 cells was purified as described above,
and concentrated (SF9 7.74 mg/ml and S2 8.99 mg/ml). Frozen protein and liposome
aliquots prepared previously sent for deuterium exchange mass spectrometry with
instructions for the liposomes to be suspended in 100 μl buffer (7.5 μg/μl) making 10 mM
liposomes.
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Chapter 3: The interplay between the HSV-1 gB cytodomain and the gH cytotail
during cell-cell fusion
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3.2.

How does the cytoplasmic domain of gB regulate HSV fusion?

The soluble gB cytodomain expressed in E. coli is a trimer with 5 putative helices,
predicted on the basis of bioinformatic analysis and proteolytic sensitivity (Figure 31A)[2]. The soluble gB cytodomain binds anionic liposomes, and at least two of these
helices (h2b and h3) are fully formed only in the presence of membranes, suggesting
membrane association stabilizes the cytodomain fold[2, 285]. C-terminally truncated gB
variants with reduced membrane binding are hyperfusogenic, which supports the idea that
membrane interactions by the gB cytodomain are necessary for its function in fusion
regulation[285].

A model for the gB cytodomain was previously proposed by our lab based on
biochemical evidence [2]. The cytoplasmic domain of gB is shown as a trimer with helix
h3 in close contact with the membrane (Figure 3-1B). Breaks between helices are shown
based on proteolytic digestion pattern in the presence of membrane (Figure 3-1A and B).
The region between helix h1b and h2a is resistant to proteolysis yet is not predicted to
have any defined secondary structure[2]. Therefore, it is depicted as an unstructured core,
partially shielded by the other helices (Figure 3-1B). Soluble gB cytodomain containing
the R858H syn mutation had an additional proteolytic site at R844[2]. This suggested that
in the WT gB cytodomain, R858 could form a salt bridge with a glutamic acid, which
protected the R844 residue. Helix h2b is shown near helix h2a to reflect this possibility.
The C terminus of helix h2b was resistant to proteolysis in the presence of membranes.
This suggested two scenarios: first, the C terminus of helix h2b interacts with the
membrane, which protects it from proteolysis. Alternatively, the C terminus does not
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Figure 3-1: The HSV-1 gB cytodomain. A) Known syn point mutations, truncations,
and insertion in HSV-1 and HSV-2 gB are shown within the primary amino acid
sequence of the HSV-1 gB cytodomain. Locations of putative helices proposed in the
previous work [2] are shown below the sequence. Mutations previously identified as
syncytial based on sequencing of syncytial clinical isolates (blue) or based on mutational
studies (red) are indicated above the sequence. Mutations generated in the current work
are marked below the sequence in green. B) Model of the gB cytoplasmic domain fully
folded in the presence of membrane proposed previously [2]. Residues mutated in this
study are labeled with an arrow and discussed in the text.
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directly contact the membrane but instead forms an alpha helix only in the presence of
the membrane, which makes it more resistant to proteolysis. The model reflects the latter
scenario. The work in this chapter was designed to test several hypotheses stemming
from this model, with the goal of further refining it. In addition, the field would benefit
from an understanding of why mutations in the cytoplasmic domain of gB result in a
hyperfusogenic phenotype.

Like the gB cytodomain, the 14-amino-acid cytoplasmic tail (cytotail) of gH is necessary
for fusion. It may have an activating role because truncations, insertions, or point
mutations reduced cell-cell fusion of infected or transfected cells mediated by WT gB
[172, 205, 206, 253]. Additionally, truncations within the gH cytotail could suppress
syncytia formation in cells infected with a syn HSV-1 strain [252] and showed delayed
virus penetration [253]. Previous work showed that gHSAP mutant, truncated at residue
832 and containing point mutation V831A within its cytotail, reduced cell-cell fusion
regardless of whether the WT gB or a syn allele containing A855V mutation was present
[172]. These results established the importance of the gH cytotail in regulating fusion,
and suggested that the gH cytotail participates at a rate-limiting step in fusion; yet, its
contribution to fusion has not yet been systematically investigated. In this chapter, we
tested successive truncations of the cytoplasmic domain of gH in order to find those that
were strictly required for triggering fusion for WT and hyperfusogenic mutants of gB.
This information would increase our understanding of the interactions between gB and
gH/gL, which are required for HSV fusion.
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3.3.

Results

3.3.1. Choice of gB cytodomain mutations
The previously proposed model for the secondary structure and the tertiary fold of the
cytoplasmic domain of HSV-1 gB was based on the bioinformatic sequence analysis and
on biochemical characterization of the isolated cytodomain, which included membrane
binding assays and protection from proteolysis in the presence of membranes (Figure 31B) [2]. To refine this model and to gain further mechanistic insights into the gB
cytodomain function, we generated a panel of the following mutants: L817H,
L817H/R858H, E830S/E831S, E842S, E845S, and E857D, and K864S/K865S/K866S
(Figure 3-1). Lysines and glutamic acids were substituted with serines instead of alanines
to maintain the hydrophilic properties of the mutated side chains so as to avoid potential
aggregation. The rationale for this mutational strategy came from previous work by
Jessica Silverman (unpublished) that showed that arginine-to-alanine substitutions in
soluble gB cytoplasmic domain made the protein prone to aggregation.

Within the HSV gB cytodomain, clinical syn mutations cluster into two “hotspots”,
residue 817 in putative helix h1b (hotspot 1) [279, 280] and the putative helix h2b
(hotspot 2) [185, 238, 241, 279, 293, 294] (Figure 3-1). It was previously showed that the
syn mutants A855V [185, 279] and R858H [241], both in hotspot 2, have hyperfusogenic
phenotypes in cell-cell fusion [2]. Here, we wanted to determine whether the syn mutant
L817H (Figure 3-1B, number 1)[279] also had a hyperfusogenic phenotype in cell-cell
fusion and whether combining syn mutations from two hotspots would have an additive
effect on fusion (Figure 3-1B, number 1 and 5).
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We previously showed that removal of the putative helix h3 reduced membrane binding
by the cytodomain, which we attributed to a cluster of basic residues at the C terminus of
helix h3 [285]. Removal of h3 also resulted in hyperfusion, consistent with the idea that
membrane binding by the gB cytodomain plays an important role in fusion restriction.
Simultaneous removal of putative helices h3 and h2b eliminated membrane binding,
which suggested that residues within helix h2b contact the membrane [285]. Moreover,
h2b residues 857-867 are protected from proteolysis when gB cytodomain is bound to
anionic membranes [2]. We hypothesized that a conserved cluster of basic residues at the
C terminus of helix h2b may be important for membrane binding and, thus, fusion
regulation. Triple mutant K864S/K865S/K866S was generated to test this hypothesis
(Figure 3-1B, number 6).

Several known syncytial mutations target basic residues, R876, R800, K839, and R858.
The gB cytodomain also contains a large number of acidic residues, which could form
salt bridges with the basic residues. We hypothesized that their side chains may
participate in salt bridges, and to identify potential counterparts, mutated several
glutamates conserved in HSV, to generate mutants E830S/E831S, E842S, E845S, and
E857D. Residues E830 and E831 are located in the proteolytically resistant region
between putative helices h1b and h2a, (Figure 3-1B, number 2) while residues E842 and
E845 maps to the putative helix h2a, Figure 3-1B, number 3). In HSV-2 gB, E857A was
poorly expressed but had WT fusion levels[284], while in another study HSV-2 E857D
was a syn mutant and hyperfusogenic in the cell-cell fusion transfection assay[238]
(Figure 3-1B, number 4). The equivalent mutation had not been tested in HSV-1.
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3.3.2. Quantification of cell fusion of the gB mutants and surface expression
All gB cytodomain mutants were first tested using a quantitative virus-free luciferase
cell-cell fusion assay[159]. Previously characterized mutant R858H [2] served as a
positive control for the hyperfusogenic phenotype. Mutant E830S/E831S had WT
fusogenicity, while E842S and E845S were only 30% above WT (Figure 3-2A), which
suggested that the four glutamates played a minor, if any, role in either fusion or its
regulation. Mutants R858H, L817H, L817H/R858H, and K864S/K865S/K866S mediated
fusion at ~2-fold higher levels than the WT following 20-hr incubation (Figure 3-2A).
These results show that syn mutation L817H from hotspot 1 increases cell-cell fusion to a
similar extent as the syn mutation R858H from hotspot 2 and that combining these two
mutations does not cause a further increase in fusion, which implies that ~2-fold fusion
over WT represents the upper fusion limit under this experimental condition.
Hyperfusogenic phenotype of the new mutant K864S/K865S/K866S supports the idea
that the basic cluster at the C terminus of putative helix h2b plays a role in fusion
regulation. The hyperfusogenic phenotype of gB mutants was not due to overexpression
because all mutants were expressed on the cell surface at the WT level except E857D
(Figure 3-2B). The four hyperfusogenic mutants were characterized further.
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Figure 3-2: The fusion activity and the surface expression of gB cytodomain
mutants. A) Luciferase production was used to quantify fusion of CHO cells mediated
by WT gB, vector, or the gB mutant indicated below each bar. Glycoproteins gH, gL, and
gD as well as pT7 were transfected with each gB mutant or control. Target cells were
transfected with pHVEM and pLuciferase which is under control of T7 promoter. Cell
populations were co-incubated in a 1:1 ratio for 20 hours at 37 °C. In each experiment,
the vector control was subtracted from each sample (performed in triplicate), and the
values are expressed as a percentage of WT gB. Reported values represent averages of at
least three experiments. Error bars represent standard deviations. Statistical analysis was
performed using a paired Student’s T Test comparing each mutant to the WT control
(****, P < 0.0001; ***, P ≤ 0.001; **, P ≤ 0.01; ns, not significant). B) Expression of WT
gB and each mutant determined by FACS analysis using anti-gB polyclonal antibody R68 and
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody. mCherry was
included as a transfection control. The percentages of cells double positive for mCherry and FITC
were normalized to WT expression levels. Reported values represent averages of data from two
experiments. Error bars represent standard deviations.
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3.3.3. Hyperfusogenic mutants require gH/gL and gD for fusion
Certain truncation mutants of EBV gB are fusogenic on their own [52, 259]. The
increased activity of the hyperfusogenic mutants raised the question of whether gH/gL
and gD were still required for fusion. Low levels of fusion were also detected in the
absence of gH/gL or gD when hyperfusogenic mutants were tested previously using the
CHO fusion luciferase assay[2]. These previous experiments were performed after 18
hours of co-incubation, and so the hyperfusogenic mutants in this study were assayed
after 18 hours of co-incubation for a fair comparison. The prediction was that one or
more of the mutants, most likely L817H/R858H, would show detectable fusion in the
absence of gH/gL and/or gD. In the absence of either gH/gL or gD, fusion of all four
hyperfusogenic mutants was at background (no gB) levels (Figure 3-3). Therefore, all
hyperfusogenic gB mutants depend on gD and gH/gL for fusion activity.

3.3.4. Unlike the WT gB, the mutants are fully hyperfusogenic at lower
temperature or shorter co-incubation times
In all previous experiments, cell-cell fusion activity of HSV-1 gB was assayed at 37 °C
after 18-20 hours of co-incubation of target and effector cells. An EBV gB truncation
mutant was reported to mediate fusion at levels well above those of WT gB even at
reduced incubation times and temperatures (when gH/gL and gp42 were present), which
the authors attributed to a reduced energy barrier for fusion activation[265]. We therefore
asked if one or more of the hyperfusogenic mutants functioned by a similar mechanism, a
reduced energy barrier to activation (Figure 3-4A), by measuring fusion at earlier time
points and at a reduced co-incubation temperature. To characterize the temporal and
thermal dependency of gB-mediated fusion, we measured the fusion activity of WT and
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Figure 3-3: Hyperfusogenic gB mutants require gH/gL and gD for fusion. Fusion
experiments were carried out as described in Figure 3-2 except that cell populations were
co-incubated in a 1:1 ratio for 18 hours at 37 °C. The vector was transfected in place of
gD or gH/gL as indicated. In each experiment, the vector control was subtracted from
each sample (performed in triplicate), and the values are expressed as a percentage of
WT. Reported values represent averages of at least three experiments. Error bars
represent standard deviations. Comparison to WT for each set (BHLD, BHL, and BD)
done by repeated measure ANOVA (P<0.001 all sets) with Dunnett's post hoc test (****,
P < 0.0001; ***, P ≤ 0.001; **, P ≤ 0.01; ns, not significant).
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mutant gB proteins after 6, 12, or 18 hours of co-incubation at 37 °C (Figure 3-4B) or
after 18 hours of co-incubation at 28 °C. The fusion activity of WT gB decreased
proportionately to the co-incubation time, and at 6 hours was only at 37% of its 18-hour
level. By contrast, all hyperfusogenic mutants reached their full fusion activity by 6
hours. Similarly, at 28 °C, WT gB mediated only 36% fusion relative to its 37 °C level
while all the mutants were just as active at 28 °C as at 37 °C (Figure 3-5). Cell surface
expression of the mutant and WT gB proteins was similar at 28°C and could not account
for the large differences in fusion activity at low temperature between the WT gB and the
mutants (Figure 3-5). Thus, unlike WT gB, all four mutants were fully fusogenic at lower
temperature and shorter co-incubation times, suggesting that each mutation reduced the
kinetic energy barrier to fusion activation.

3.3.5. Hyperfusogenic mutants require less gH/gL to achieve WT gB fusion levels
A hyperfusogenic truncation mutant of EBV gB has been shown to achieve the same
fusion levels as the WT with less gH/gL [265]. We tested if hyperfusogenic mutants of
HSV-1 gB had the same ability by measuring cell-cell fusion in the presence of different
amounts of transfected WT gH. To keep the total amount of transfected gH constant, we
complemented the WT gH with a gH truncation mutant lacking the cytotail (gH824),
which is expressed on the cell surface at WT gH levels (Figure 3-7) but is unable to
support fusion (Figure 3-7). For any given amount of gH, the gB mutants achieved higher
fusion levels relative to the WT gB. For example, in the presence of only 1/16 of the WT
gH, WT gB fusion levels were reduced to 20% while the mutants were reduced to ~3770%, depending on the mutant (Figure 3-6A). However, while higher fusion levels were
achieved overall, the proportional response of mutant vs. WT gB to gH amounts appeared
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Figure 3-4: Hyperfusogenic mutants complete fusion faster than WT. (A) Energy
diagram showing the hypothesized reduction in the activation energy required by one or
more gB mutant(s). (B) Fusion experiments were carried out as described in Figure 3-2
except the two populations were co-incubated for the indicated time at 37 °C before the
luciferase assay. Reported values represent averages of three experiments. Error bars
represent standard deviations. Comparison to WT for each set (6 hr, 12 hr, 18 hr) done by
repeated measure ANOVA (18 hr, P = 0.0002; 12 hr, P = 0.017; 6 hr, P < 0.0001) with
Dunnett's post hoc test (***, P ≤ 0.001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; ns, not significant).
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Figure 3-5: Hyperfusogenic mutants fuse at a lower temperature. A) Fusion
experiments were carried out as described in Figure 3-2 except the two populations were
co-incubated for 18 hours at 28°C before the luciferase assay. Reported values represent
averages of three experiments. Error bars represent standard deviations. Data from 18 hr
37°C (Figure 4) shown for comparison. Comparison to WT done by repeated measure
ANOVA (P < 0.0001) with Dunnett's post hoc test (***, P ≤ 0.001; *, P ≤ 0.05; ns, not
significant). B) Expression of WT gB and each mutant was determined by FACS as
described in Figure 3-2 except the cells were moved to 28 °C following transfection.
Reported values represent averages of two experiments. Error bars represent standard
deviation.
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similar. For example, with 1/8 of WT gH, fusion of WT gB and gB mutants
R858H/L817H and K864S/K865S/K866S was reduced 2-fold from its maximum level
(Figure 3-6B). Thus, while the gB mutants achieved higher fusion levels relative to WT
gB, their dependence upon gH/gL was similar.

3.3.6. Fusion of WT gB and hyperfusogenic mutants is proportionate to the length
of the gH cytotail
To systematically assess the dependence of cell-cell fusion on the length of the gH
cytotail, we generated a panel of gH truncation mutants (Figure 3-7). A co-incubation
time of 12 hours was selected based on the previous experiments (Figure 3-4B) to
maximize fusion levels while permitting detection of low amounts of fusion. Truncations
of the gH cytotail did not change the surface expression levels of either gH/gL or gB
(Figure 3-7B). Moreover, truncations of the gH cytotail did not affect the conformation of
the extracellular portion of gH/gL ectodomain as assessed by the reactivity of several
truncated gH/gL constructs with a conformational monoclonal antibody LP11 (Figure 37C), which is considered the “gold standard” in the field [295]. gH832 did not reduce
cell-cell fusion whereas the removal of the entire gH cytotail abolished fusion with all gB
constructs (Figure 7D), consistent with previous reports [172, 206]. The rest of the
truncations progressively reduced the fusion activity of both WT gB and hyperfusogenic
mutants (Figure 3-7D and Table 3-1) proportionately to the length of the truncation. With
any given gH mutant, hyperfusogenic gB mutants mediated higher fusion levels relative
to the WT gB. For example, in the presence of gH828, the mutants mediated between 85
and 161% fusion (relative to WT gB/WT gH) whereas the WT gB mediated only 27%
fusion. In the presence of gH826, the mutants mediated between 29 and 63% fusion
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Figure 3-6: Hyperfusogenic mutants require less gH/gL for fusion activation. A)
Fusion experiments were carried out as described in Figure 3-2 except the two
populations were co-incubated for 12 hours at 37 °C. In each experiment, the vector
control was subtracted from each sample (performed in triplicate), and the values are
expressed as a percentage of WT. gH was transfected in smaller amounts with gH824
mutant making up the difference. Reported values represent averages of 3 experiments.
Error bars represent standard deviations. Comparison to WT done by repeated measures
ANOVA (P < 0.0001) with Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test (****, P < 0.0001;
***, P ≤ 0.001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P ≤ 0.05; ns, not significant). B) Fusion results from
panel (A) are reported as ratio of the reduced gH transfection to full gH transfection.
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(relative to WT gB/WT gH) whereas the WT gB mediated only 7% fusion. These results
show that although fusion of all gB variants requires gH cytotail, the gB mutants can
achieve similar fusion levels with a shorter gH cytotail, e.g. gH827 vs. gH829 and gH826
vs. gH828 (Figure 3-7D and Table 3-1). We also found that the gB mutants require at
least one residue within the gH cytotail to mediate fusion above the background level
whereas the WT gB requires at least two residues. Despite this, gH truncations reduced
fusion to a similar extent for gB constructs, be they WT or hyperfusogenic (Figure 3-7E).
For example, truncation gH829 reduced fusion by ~2-fold (relative to the WT gH levels)
whereas truncation gH827 reduced fusion by ~5-fold. Although fusion with gH832 and
the gB hyperfusogenic mutants appears slightly higher than with full-length gH (Figure
3-7E), the standard deviations for those data points are large (Figure 3-7D and Table 3-1).
One possibility is that the residues between 832 and 838 of gH are inhibitory, as observed
for VZV gH[247], and that this effect is more pronounced in the hyperfusogenic mutants
or in syncytial HSV. Overall, the fusion activity of all gB variants tested here, mutant or
WT, is dependent upon the length of the gH cytotail to similar extents.

3.3.7. Hyperfusogenic mutants and the gH cytotail exert their effect prior to lipid
mixing
To narrow down the step(s) in fusion targeted by mutations in gB and the gH cytotail, we
tested for transfer of the lipophilic dye DiO from the target CHO cells to effector CHO
cells expressing mCherry, gL, gD, WT or gB mutants, and WT gH or gH824 as a marker
of lipid transfer (Figure 3-8). In the absence of gB, non-specific transfer of DiO to
mCherry-positive cells was limited to <1% (Figure 3-8A). In the presence of WT gB and
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Figure 3-7: Hyperfusogenic mutants do not rescue gH truncations that reduce
fusion. A) gH truncations generated in this work. B) Expression of gB and gH/gL was
determined by FACS using the anti-gB mAb SS10 or anti-gH pAb R137, and either
Alexa488-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody or FITC-conjugated anti-rabbit
secondary antibody, respectively. mCherry was included as a transfection control.
Percentage double positive for mCherry and FITC were normalized to WT expression. C)
Surface expression of gH/gL or indicated gH truncation with gL determined by FACS
using anti-gH/gL mAb LP11, and either Alexa488-conjugated anti-mouse secondary
antibody. Percentage double positive for mCherry and FITC were normalized to WT
expression. Reported values represent averages of two experiments. Error bars represent
standard deviation. D) Fusion experiments were carried out as described in Figure 3-2
except the two populations co-incubated for the 12 hours at 37°C. In each experiment, the
vector control was subtracted from each sample (performed in triplicate), and the values
are expressed as a percentage of WT. Reported values represent averages of three
experiments. Error bars represent standard deviations. Linear regression was performed
with WT and gB mutants against gH cytotail length, omitting the control WT gB WT gH
(WT gB, R2 = 0.96; R858H, R2 = 0.74; L817H, R2 = 0.75; L817H/R858H, R2 = 0.75;
K864S/K865S/K866S, R2 = 0.72; P < 0.001 for each condition). E) Fusion results from
panel (D) are reported as ratio of each gH truncation to full length gH.
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Table 3-1: Fusion in the presence of different gB and gH variantsa.
________________________________________________________________________
WT gB

R858H

L817H

L817H/R858H

K864S/K865S/K866S

WT gH

100

322±137

309±108

271±73

272±85

gH832

94±13

415±107

388±102

343±112

365±117

gH829

54±23

170±69

159±64

156±41

155±50

gH828

27±18

161±20

140±16

85±41

121±33

gH827

19±6

61±19

59±10

62±24

50±29

gH826

7±1

57±11

33±6

27±8

27±5

gH825

2±3

19±4

7±2

4±1

6±2

gH824

-3±1

-2±2

-3±0

-4±1

-4±1

________________________________________________________________________
a

Glycoproteins gL and gD as well as pT7 were transfected with each gB (or empty

vector) and gH variant. Target cells were transfected with pHVEM and pLuciferase,
which is under control of T7 promoter. In each experiment, the vector control with WT
gH was subtracted from each sample, and fusion values (%) were normalized to the value
obtained in the presence of WT gH and WT gB, set to 100%. Reported values represent
averages of 3 experiments. Error bars represent standard deviations.
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gH/gL, we observed a number of DiO/mCherry positive cells containing 2 or more nuclei
(Figure 3-8B). In the presence of the R858H mutant and gH/gL, we observed a higher
number of DiO/mCherry positive cells containing 2 or more nuclei (Figure 3-8C). If the
hyperfusogenic mutants increased the rate of fusion at a step after hemifusion, then we
would have expected to find some mCherry/DiO positive cells with single nuclei for WT
gB. However, all DiO/mCherry positive cells contained 2 or more nuclei, which suggests
that the hyperfusogenic mutations exert their effect at a step prior to lipid mixing.
Additionally, we tested the R858H mutant with gH824 and found DiO transfer to
mCherry-positive cells was at a background level (Figure 3-8D). The cytoplasmic tail of
gH is thus required not only for full fusion (Figure 3-7) but also for the DiO transfer to
effector cells, which is a marker for hemifusion. This result extends a previous finding
using a fusion-null gH tail insertion mutant [205] to CHO cell-cell fusion and suggests
that the hyperfusogenic mutants accelerate a step prior to lipid mixing.

3.4.

Chapter Summary

A model of the HSV gB cytoplasmic domain was previously proposed based on
biochemical characterization of the soluble gB cytoplasmic domain expressed in E. coli.
The domain is a trimer and requires the presence of anionic liposomes to be fully
folded[285]. C-terminal truncations correlated with a decrease in liposome interaction
and a concomitant increase in fusion when expressed as a full-length protein in cell-cell
fusion assays[2, 285]. However, there are point mutants in gB that are hyperfusogenic but
have higher than WT binding to liposomes[2], suggesting that the hyperfusogenic
phenotype may result from more than one mechanism. Here, we tested several mutations
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Figure 3-8: Lipid transfer requires gB and gH cytoplasmic tail. CHO cells were
transfected with pHVEM for target cells, and gL, gD, pmCherry, and the indicated gB
and gH plasmids for effector cells. Following transfection, target cells were labeled with
the lipophilic dye DiO. Target and effector cells were co-incubated 1:1 on a glass
coverslip for 4 hours at 37°C before fixing with PFA and staining nuclei with DAPI.
mCherry positive cells were counted in random visual fields at 40X magnification, and
the number of mCherry and DiO positive cells were quantified. Values on the right
indicate the average ±SD as the percentage of mCherry cells that were DiO positive,
indicating full fusion. No hemifusion events were observed. Experiment was performed
twice with representative images shown.
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in the cytoplasmic domain of gB to refine the current cytodomain model and determine
by what mechanism the hyperfusogenic mutants increase fusion.

3.4.1. The updated gB cytodomain model
The cytodomain of gB plays an important regulatory role in membrane fusion that is yet
unclear, at least partly due to the lack of any direct structural information on the gB
cytodomain. Previously, our lab proposed a model for the secondary and tertiary structure
of the gB cytodomain on the basis of the bioinformatic analysis and biochemical data
(Figure 3-1) [2]. Here we generated and characterized a set of mutants, E830S/E831S,
E842S, E845S, E857D, and K864S/K865S/K866S, with the goal of refining this model.
Hyperfusogenic point and truncation mutations in gB were previously tested for
ectodomain conformation changes, and all had WT binding to the mAb used[2]. While
several of the antibodies used were neutralizing, a prefusion specific gB antibody does
not exist. With this caveat, it appears that the hyperfusogenic mutants do not alter the
ectodomain conformation via the “inside-out” signaling observed for gp41 and
paramyxovirus F[74, 97, 99].

The triple mutant K864S/K865S/K866S was generated to test the hypothesis that a
conserved cluster of basic residues at the C terminus of helix h2b is important for fusion
regulation by binding the membrane. The mutant K864S/K865S/K866S was
hyperfusogenic, which supports the role of this region in fusion repression. Although the
involvement of these residues in membrane interactions has not yet been tested directly,
for now, we place the C terminus of helix h2b in proximity to the membrane in our
revised model (Figure 3-9A).
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Figure 3-9: A working model for gB activation by the gH cytotail. A) The gB
cytoplasmic domain model is updated to show the end of h2b and h3 interacting with the
membrane, supporting the idea that the cytodomain functions as a “clamp” that stabilizes
prefusion gB. The region between helices h1b and h2a, which is protected from
proteolysis even in the absence of membrane, is placed inside the “cage” formed by the
interacting protomers. Receptor-bound gD activates gH/gL, which causes the
ectodomains of gB and gH/gL to interact. B) gB cytodomain and gH cytotail transiently
interact, which disrupts the interprotomer interactions within the gB cytodomain and
releases the “clamp”. This allows gB to undergo a conformational change.
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Mutants E842S and E845S tested the hypothesis that one of these residues in helix h2a
may form a salt bridge with R858 in helix h2b. Silverman et al. found that the soluble gB
cytodomain containing R858H mutation had an additional proteolytic cleavage site after
residue R844 in helix h2a, not found in the soluble WT gB cytodomain [2]. We
speculated that helices h2a and h2b interacted, possibly, through a salt bridge formed by
R858 with either E842 or E845 and that disruption of the salt bridge by the R858H
mutation could then explain why R844 was more accessible to cleavage [2]. If either
E842 or E845 interacted with R858, then we would expect E842S or E845S to be
hyperfusogenic, similarly to the R858H. Since the E842S and E845S were not
hyperfusogenic, we conclude that these resides probably do not interact with R858.

The double mutant E830S/E831S was designed to probe the functional role of these
conserved residues located in the proteolytically resistant region between putative helices
h1b and h2a. The double mutation did not affect the fusion activity of gB, which is
notable because relatively few such mutations within the cytodomain have been
described [284]. Why these two glutamates are conserved remains unclear.
E842 or E845 participated in a salt bridge with R858H, mutants E842S or E845S would
have been expected to be hyperfusogenic like R858H. However, neither mutant was
hyperfusogenic, so R858 probably does not form a salt bridge with either of these
residues. To reflect this, helices h2a and h2b are no longer shown as interacting in the
new model (Figure 3-9A).
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3.4.2. Hyperfusogenic gB mutations reduce the kinetic barrier to fusion
The four hyperfusogenic mutants of HSV-1 gB, investigated here, achieved the same
levels of fusion sooner than the WT gB. The differences in fusion between the WT gB
and the mutants became smaller with longer incubation times, which meant that the WT
gB was catching up with the mutants. Thus, the effect of hyperfusogenic mutants appears
kinetic. These observations highlight the importance of monitoring fusion at early time
points because the total possible fusion events will be finite. This is in agreement with a
previous report using the cell-cell fusion assay with HSV glycoprotein, which found that
the signal peaked at 18 hours of co-incubation and decreased at later time points[159].

For the first time, we tested whether combining syn mutations from two “hotspots” could
have an additive effect on fusion. The double mutant L817H/R858H mediated fusion at
the same level as the single mutants suggesting that these mutations target different
structural elements that affect the same step in fusion. Alternatively, these mutations
could cause the hyperfusogenic phenotype by disrupting the same structural element,
such as an interaction between helices.

The hyperfusogenic mutants were fully functional even at reduced incubation times and
temperatures, suggesting that mutations reduced the overall kinetic barrier to fusion
(Figure 3-9B). This is in agreement with a recent report, in which a hyperfusogenic
truncation mutant of EBV gB mediated fusion at levels well above those of WT gB even
at reduced incubation times and temperatures [265]. Our lab [2] and others [265] have
proposed that the hyperfusogenic mutants either exist in an activated conformation or
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require less energy to achieve such conformation. If so, they could potentially mediate
fusion in the absence of gD or gH/gL. We found, however, that in the absence of either
gH/gL or gD, fusion was at background levels (no gB) for all tested gB mutants.
Although previously we observed that some hyperfusogenic mutants, including R858H
used here, could mediate low-level fusion in the absence of either gH/gL or gD [2], this
was probably due to a higher background and lower signal-to-noise ratio of the previous
experimental setup. To decrease the background signal in the current study, we
transfected less glycoprotein DNA and luciferase reporter to avoid possible glycoprotein
overexpression and to minimize background luciferase expression, respectively.

Despite having a lower overall activation energy barrier, all of the hyperfusogenic
mutants require gH/gL yet can achieve the same fusion levels with less gH/gL. We
propose that the hyperfusogenic mutations in gB increase the probability that any
particular gB-gH/gL interaction will activate gB. In other words, these gB mutants are
hypersensitive to gH: they show a similar response to gH truncation as WT gB but are
more likely to drive fusion at any given gH level. In this scenario, the subsequent rate of
fusion remains unchanged. However, current data do not exclude the alternative model,
in which both WT gB and the hyperfusogenic mutants require gH/gL to be activated, but
once triggered, the mutants drive fusion at a faster rate than the WT gB.

3.4.3. gH cytotail is essential for fusion
Our results confirm previous observations that gH cytotail is an essential component of
the cell-cell fusion mechanism and show that the N-terminal portion of the gH cytotail is
critical for this process. We selected the CHO cell-cell fusion assay to systematically
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investigate the activity of the hyperfusogenic gB mutants and their dependence on the
length of the gH cytotail. This system provides a sensitive assay for the effect of gH
truncations while permitting comparisons between our work and that of others. Eight
residues of the 14-residue gH cytotail were sufficient to mediate fusion at WT gH levels
whereas the complete removal of the cytotail abrogated fusion. Fusion levels achieved by
all gB constructs, WT and mutant, in the presence of gH with truncated cytotails were
reduced and proportionate to the remaining cytotail length, and at least one-residue-long
gH cytotail was necessary to produce measurable fusion.

Based on earlier results, we hypothesize that the gB cytodomain restricts fusion by
stabilizing the prefusion form and preventing its premature refolding into the postfusion
form [225] and that a fully folded cytodomain is necessary for this effect [2]. The
hyperfusogenic gB mutations could destabilize the cytodomain “clamp” and allow gB to
be triggered more readily. We further hypothesize that the gH cytotail also destabilizes
the cytodomain “clamp”. We propose that the gH cytotail is involved in gB activation in
addition to the extracellular portion of the gH/gL complex.

How could gH cytotail activate gB? We ruled out the possibility that the gH cytotail
truncations could play an indirect role by altering the conformation of the gH
ectodomain. Furthermore, the truncations in gH did not change expression levels of either
gB or gH/gL. We hypothesize that the gH cytotail destabilizes the gB cytodomain
“clamp” by functioning as a wedge to disrupt the interprotomer contacts (Figure 3-9B).
The gH truncations resulted in a gradual reduction in fusion levels rather than an abrupt
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loss of activity at a specific length, suggesting that shorter gH cytotails are less efficient
at disrupting the gB cytodomain fold. Although no interaction between recombinant gB
cytodomain expressed in E. coli and a synthetic peptide encompassing the gH cytotail
was detected in in vitro pull-down experiments [172], the interaction may be transient or
it may require the transmembrane regions (TMs) of gB and gH. Although the roles of the
gB and gH TMs in fusion have not yet been delineated, mutations in either reduce fusion
[206, 296]. Communicating a change in the structure of the gB cytodomain to its
ectodomain located on the opposite side of the membrane would have to involve the TM.

To summarize, the hyperfusogenic mutations within the gB cytodomain can either render
it more sensitive to triggering by gH/gL, or they increase the rate of fusion at a posttriggering step yet prior to hemifusion. Under this model, gB mutations or truncations
that alter the membrane interaction of the gB cytodomain may increase accessibility of
the gH cytotail, loosen the membrane interaction that stabilizes prefusion gB, or both.
Recent studies monitoring the kinetics of fusion of single Influenza A virions or West
Nile Virus virus-like particles with membrane bilayer [297-299] distinguished two steps
prior to hemifusion: activation of the fusogen characterized by the exposure and the
outward extension of the fusion peptide (or loop) followed by the clustering of activated
fusogens in a number sufficient to overcome the energy barrier to membrane
deformation. Future single-particle membrane fusion studies will help delineate the steps
in HSV fusion and the respective contributions of various regulatory elements. Using this
system, it may be possible to discern separate mechanisms for the hyperfusogenic
mutants.
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Chapter 4: VSV virions pseudotyped with HSV glycoproteins gB, gH/gL, and gD
are sufficient for virus entry into gD receptor expressing cells
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4.2.

Which HSV glycoproteins are sufficient for viral fusion and the routes of
HSV entry?

HSV-1 is known to use several cell-type dependent entry routes. Entry into the majority
of cell lines requires endocytosis and, in many cases, low pH [131-133]. However, HSV1 penetrates human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF), HEp-2, Vero, Rat kangaroo kidney
(PtK2), and CHO-PILRα (paired immunoglobulin-like type 2 receptor alpha) cells [134137] by directly fusing its envelope with the plasma membrane. The diversity of entry
routes in cell culture also extends to primary cells. HSV-1 infects epithelial and neuronal
cells as part of its pathogenesis [125]. While entry into primary human keratinocytes
requires endocytosis and low pH [126, 127], entry into human neurons occurs by direct
fusion with the plasma membrane [128, 129].

Although entry into all cell types requires viral glycoproteins gB, gD, gH, and gL plus
one of three cellular gD receptors, what determines the choice of a particular entry route
is largely unclear. Since cell-cell fusion mediated by HSV glycoproteins gB, gD, gH, and
gL occurs at a neutral pH, it is unknown why HSV-1 requires low pH for entry into some
cell types[133, 184, 300]. Moreover, blocking HSV entry into neural cells in which entry
occurs by direct fusion with the plasma membrane, may be a useful vaccine strategy.
HSV-1 envelopes contain at least 14 different proteins [301]. While gB, gD, gH, and gL
are considered essential for viral replication and entry, the rest are typically referred to as
non-essential. Some of these non-essential envelope proteins could, in principle,
participate in the selection of entry routes. HSV-1 lacking individual envelope proteins
gE, gG, gI, gJ, gM, UL45, or Us9 followed entry routes of wild-type HSV-1 [131],
suggesting that they do not contribute to the choice of the entry route. These experiments
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left open the possibility that these and other non-essential envelope proteins may function
redundantly. Moreover, it remains unknown whether the essential four proteins, gB, gD,
gH, and gL, are sufficient for viral entry. Construction of a mutant HSV-1 virus lacking
all glycoproteins except for the essential four has not yet been attempted and may be
technically challenging due to the need to delete at least ten genes.

To investigate HSV-1 entry requirements in a simplified system, we generated VSV
virions pseudotyped with HSV-1 core entry glycoproteins gB, gD, gH, and gL but
lacking the native VSV fusogen G. The utilized recombinant virus, VSVΔG-G, is
phenotypically complemented with VSV fusogen G but lacks the VSV G gene, which is
replaced with the GFP gene[302]. VSV replicates in the cytoplasm of infected cells, and
infectious progeny bud from the cell surface[303, 304]. The VSVΔG expresses
GFP[302], the VSV structural proteins required for virion formation (VSV-N and VSVM), and VSV non-structural proteins responsible for RNA replication and transcription
(VSV-L and VSV-P)[305, 306]. The recombinant VSVΔG system has been used
successfully to study the entry of fusogens from many viruses, especially viruses where
biosafety is a concern [307-313].

Here we utilized this technology to determine if these four HSV glycoproteins were
sufficient for virus entry and to characterize the entry requirements of HSV-1. This
system is distinct from cell-cell fusion assay, which require living cells that remain in
close contact for long periods of time. Pseudotypes offer the possibility of assaying the
fusion and entry requirements of the core HSV fusion proteins on a physiological time
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scale and, potentially, using in vitro biochemical assays. We also wanted to address the
question of whether these glycoproteins are sufficient to direct the three distinct HSV-1
entry routes: pH-dependent endocytosis, pH-independent endocytosis, and direct fusion
at the plasma membrane. This study serves as a starting point to determine how
accurately the VSV-HSV-1 gB, gH/gL, gD pseudotyping system can model HSV-1 virus
entry, before using this system to ask more challenging and rewarding questions.

4.3

Results

4.3.1. HSV glycoproteins are incorporated into the VSV∆G envelope
We used a pseudotyping system based on recombinant VSV, in which the gene for the
native fusogen G was replaced with GFP (VSVΔG) [289]. VSVΔG virions can be
pseudotyped with a glycoprotein of interest through transcomplementation. Cells are first
transfected with an expression plasmid encoding the glycoprotein gene and then infected
with VSVΔG-G. The virions produced by these cells bear the glycoprotein(s) on the
virion surface provided “in trans” via transfection. We generated VSVΔG virions
pseudotyped with either HSV-1 gB alone (VSVΔG-gB) or with all four HSV-1 essential
entry glycoproteins gB, gH, gL and gD (VSVΔG-BHLD). “Bald” VSVΔG virions
lacking any glycoproteins and VSVΔG-G virions pseudotyped with the native VSV G
served as controls. The average gB incorporation in VSVΔG-gB virions was comparable
to that of native VSV G in the control VSVΔG-G virions (Figure 4-1A). Robust
incorporation was achieved without replacing the native 109-amino-acid long
cytoplasmic domain of gB for the 29-amino-acid long cytoplasmic tail of VSV G, a
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Figure 4-1: VSVΔG-BHLD virions contain the HSV-1 glycoproteins gB, gH, gL,
and gD. Pseudotyped VSVΔG virions were analyzed by the SDS-PAGE and
Western Blot. (A) Virions containing HSV-1 gB (VSVΔG-gB), VSV G (VSVΔGG), or no glycoproteins (VSVΔG) were purified and normalized for VSV-M using
densitometry. (B) Western blot of samples prepared as in (A) and probed with the
indicated antibody. (C) Virions containing HSV-1 gB, gH/gL, and gD (VSVΔGBHLD) were purified and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. (D) Western blot of BHLD
virions probed with the indicated antibody indicated. Molecular weight standards are
labeled on the left throughout.
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strategy that is often used to improve incorporation of challenging glycoproteins [314,
315]. The absence of VSV G and presence of HSV-1 glycoproteins in VSVΔG-gB
preparations was verified by Western blot (Figure 4-1B). The VSVΔG-BHLD virion
preparations contained all four glycoproteins (Figure 4-1C and D).

4.3.2. HSV-1 gB is on the surface of VSVΔG-gB particles, possibly in the prefusion
conformation
VSVΔG-gB and VSVΔG-BHLD preparations were examined by electron microscopy
using negative staining to visualize the glycoproteins on the surface. Intact VSVΔG-gB
particles appeared devoid of gB when imaged (Figure 4-2A), but prominent gB spikes
were visible on virions that were unintentionally disrupted during purification or EM grid
preparation (Figure 4-2B). These elongated spikes appear identical to the soluble gB
ectodomain, which adopts the postfusion conformation [222, 225]. Immunogold labeling
was used to verify that gB was on the surface of the virions because the glycoprotein was
not readily visible on intact particles. The neutralizing mAb SS10 blocks attachment of
HSV-1 and, therefore, is expected to bind to the prefusion conformation of gB[221]. The
gold labeling indicated that gB was present on the surface of the virions despite gB not
being clearly visible (Figure 4-2C). VSVΔG-BHLD virions visualized by electron
microscopy were likewise intact, but we could not distinguish the different HSV-1
glycoproteins on the surface (Figure 4-2D). We do not know at this time what percentage
of the virions conatin all four glycoproteins, gB, gH/gL, and gD.

The VSVΔG-gB electron microscopy data suggested that gB was incorporated into the
virions in the prefusion conformation, and that disruption of the virions perturbed the
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Figure 4-2: Electron microscopy of pseudovirions. VSVΔG-gB (A-C)
and VSVΔG-BHLD was visualized by negative staining electron
microscopy using 1% PTA (pH 7.5). Intact virions (A) and disrupted virions
(B) were visualized in VSVΔG-gB preparations. C) VSVΔG-gB imaged

using negative staining with immunogold labeling using anti-gB mAb SS10.
(D) VSVΔG-BHLD was imaged by negative staining as in (A).
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membrane interaction of gB, which we have predicted to stabilize the prefusion
conformation[1, 2, 225]. Given that soluble (postfusion) gB ectodomain binds to
liposomes, many attempts were made to trigger the VSVΔG-gB virions to attach to
liposomes using conditions that have been used to trigger other viral fusogens: low pH,
elevated heat, and urea[61, 316-320]. We were unable to reproducibly trigger this
interaction using any of these conditions, alone or in combination, or in the presence of
soluble gH/gL and gD. Entry of VSVΔG-gB into cells using soluble gH/gL and gD was
also poorly reproducible. Finally, we were unable to detect cell-cell fusion in C10 cells
expressing gB in the presence of soluble gH/gL and soluble gD as previously
reported[171]. We conclude that gB-mediated fusion triggered by soluble gH/gL is a rare
event given the requirement for the gH cytoplasmic domain in cell-cell fusion, as shown
in chapter 3.

4.3.3. HSV-1 gB, gH/gL, and gD are necessary and sufficient for entry
In contrast to experiments with VSVΔG-gB, the VSVΔG-BHLD pseudotypes were able
to enter cells (Figure 4-3A). To characterize entry routes of VSVΔG-BHLD pseudotypes,
we chose three cell lines that are well-studied targets of HSV-1 entry by distinct routes.
Entry into CHO-R3A cells (CHO cells stably transfected with gD receptor Nectin-1)
requires endocytosis and low pH [132]; entry into C10 cells (B78H1 murine melanoma
cells stably transfected with gD receptor nectin-1) requires endocytosis but not low pH
[133]; and entry into Vero cells occurs by direct fusion at the plasma membrane [136].
VSVΔG-BHLD virions entered C10 cells efficiently as judged by GFP expression
(Figure 4-3A). Contribution of the residual VSVΔG-G could be ruled out because entry
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Figure 4-3: HSV-1 gB, gD, gH, and gL are sufficient for viral entry. Entry of
VSVΔG-BHLD and VSVΔG-G, which express GFP in infected cells, was visualized
by microscopy, and GFP expression quantified. (A) VSVΔG-BHLD and VSVΔG-G
were incubated with the indicated antibody prior to being added to C10 cells. Nuclei
were stained with DAPI. (B) VSVΔG-BHLD virions were incubated with the α-gB
antibodies SS10 or SS55, or an α-VSV-G antibody prior to being added to C10 cells.
VSVΔG-G virions were incubated with the α-gB antibody SS10 or an α-VSV-G
antibody prior to being added to C10 cells. The percentages of GFP-positive cells were
normalized to no antibody controls. Reported values represent averages of data from
three experiments. Error bars represent standard deviations.
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of VSVΔG-BHLD was not blocked by the neutralizing anti-VSV-G antibody that
blocked entry of VSVΔG-G (Figure 4-3A and 3C). Nevertheless, anti-VSV-G antibody
was used in subsequent entry assays to rule out contribution from any residual VSVΔGG. VSVΔG-BHLD entry was reduced 4-fold or 11-fold by the neutralizing anti-gB mAbs
SS10 or SS55, respectively, which confirmed that gB was required for entry (Figure 4-3A
and 3B). As expected, anti-gB mAb SS10 did not block entry of VSVΔG-G, which is
consistent with its specificity for gB Figure 4-3A and 3C).

VSVΔG-BHLD virions also infected CHO-R3A and Vero cells (Figure 4-4A and 4B),
both of which express gD-receptor, but not CHO-K1 cells, which lack gD receptor [117,
321] (Figure 4-4A), confirming the requirement of a gD receptor for entry. VSVΔG-gB
virions were unable to enter cells (Figure 4-4B), demonstrating the requirement for all
four essential entry glycoproteins in this minimal system. The ability of the VSVΔGBHLD virions to infect cells demonstrates for the first time that the core entry
glycoproteins gB, gD, gH, and gL are not only required but also sufficient for cell entry.

We found a noticeable variation in the efficiency of VSVΔG-BHLD infection across
different cell lines. HSV-1 infects Vero cells more efficiently than C10 cells by >10 fold
[131]. In contrast, VSVΔG-BHLD infected C10 cells ~10-fold better than Vero cells
(Figure 4-4C). Infection of the Vero and C10 cells was similar for VSVΔG-G, suggesting
that the entry efficiency of VSVΔG-BHLD was determined by HSV-1 entry
glycoproteins rather than by the properties of the VSV virions. Further, entry efficiency
of VSVΔG-BHLD into 293T cells was comparable to that of C10 cells. By contrast, entry
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Figure 4-4: VSVG-BHLD virions enter cell lines expressing gD receptor with
different efficiencies. (A) CHO-K1 cells were infected with VSVΔG-BHLD or VSVΔGG (top), and CHO-R3A cells were infected with VSVΔG-BHLD, VSVΔG-G, or VSVΔG-

gB (bottom). (B) Vero cells were infected with VSVΔG-BHLD or VSVΔG-G. Nuclei
were stained with DAPI. Relative titers of VSVΔG-BHLD and VSVΔG-G were
quantified on (C) C10 cell and Vero cells, or (D) CHO-R3A, 293T, and Vero cells. Error
bars represent standard deviations. Statistical analysis was performed using (C) paired two
tail Student’s T Test comparing titer on each cell type and (D) repeated measure ANOVA
(P<0.001 for VSVΔG-BHLD and P<0.05 for VSVΔG-G) with Tukey’s multiple

comparison post hoc test (***, P ≤ 0.001; **, P ≤ 0.01; *, P < 0.05; ns, not significant).
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into CHO-R3A cells was the least efficient (Figure 4-4D). In the case of CHO-R3A cells,
however, the lower entry efficiency into CHO-R3A cells may partly be due to the
properties of the VSV virions because VSVΔG-G also infected CHO-R3A cells less
efficiently than Vero cells.

4.3.4. Entry of VSVΔG-BHLD virions into CHO-R3A and C10 cells occurs by
endocytosis and requires low pH
HSV-1 enters CHO-R3A cells by pH-dependent endocytosis and C10 cells, by pHindependent endocytosis. To probe the entry route of VSVΔG-BHLD virions, we tested
the effect of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), a lysosomotropic agent that blocks pHdependent entry routes by elevating endosomal pH [322]. Entry of VSVΔG-BHLD into
CHO-R3A cells was reduced to 20% in the presence of 50 mM NH4Cl (Figure 4-5A),
consistent with pH-dependent endocytosis.

By contrast, entry of VSVΔG-BHLD into C10 cells was reduced to only 60% in the
presence of 50 mM NH4Cl (Figure 4-5A). Entry of native VSV requires endocytosis and
low pH [45], and as a control, 30 mM NH4Cl was sufficient to completely block
VSVΔG-G entry into C10 cells (Figure 4-5B). Entry of the VSVΔG-BHLD virions into
C10 cells was greatly reduced in the presence of sucrose (Figure 4-5C), which generates
a hypertonic environment that limits endocytosis [132, 323], indicating that entry
occurred by endocytosis rather than direct fusion at the plasma membrane. Since the
effect of NH4Cl on VSVΔG-BHLD entry into C10 cells was modest, we tested a specific
inhibitor of the vacuolar H+-ATPase, bafilomycin A1 (BFLA) that raises the endosomal
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Sucrose

Figure 4-5: Entry of VSVG-BHLD virions into CHO-R3A and C10 cells occurs
by endocytosis and requires low pH. (A) VSVΔG-BHLD virions were incubated
with confluent monolayers of C10 or CHO-R3A cells in presence of NH4Cl as
indicated. (B) VSVΔG-G was incubated with confluent monolayers of C10 cells in
presence of NH4Cl. (C) VSVΔG-BHLD entry in the presence of sucrose-containing
media. (D) VSVΔG-BHLD or (E) VSVΔG-G entry into C10 cells in the presence of
bafilomycin A1 (BFLA) or DMSO control. GFP-positive cells were quantified the
following day. The percentages of GFP-positive cells were normalized to no antibody
controls. Reported values represent averages of data from three experiments. Error bars
represent standard deviations. (F) The percentage of VSVΔG-BHLD infected C10 cells
was plotted for BFLA 100 nM or DMSO control with a positive Pearson correlation (r
= 0.86, n = 30, p < 0.0001).
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pH directly [324]. Addition of BFLA strongly inhibited the entry of VSVΔG-BHLD
(Figure 4-5D), which suggested that entry into C10 cells occurs mainly by pH-dependent
endocytosis. Higher concentrations of NH4Cl may be required to achieve a greater
inhibition of VSVΔG-BHLD entry into C10 cells. While 100 nM BFLA completely
blocked entry of VSVΔG-G (Figure 4-5E), even 200 nM BFLA did not fully inhibit entry
of VSVΔG-BHLD (Figure 4-5D). Moreover, the inhibitory effect of BFLA was reduced
when larger amounts of VSVΔG-BHLD were used, and we found a positive Pearson
correlation between the percentage of cells infected by VSVΔG-BHLD in the absence of
inhibitor and the percentage of infected cells in the presence of BFLA (Figure 4-5F). The
relationship between infection under control (DMSO) and treated (BFLA) conditions
appears to be non-linear when higher amounts of infectious virions are used. However,
more samples where VSVΔG-BHLD is added at these higher amounts would need to be
tested to make a firm conclusion.

4.3.5. VSVΔG-BHLD virions enter Vero cells by endocytosis
HSV-1 enters Vero cells by direct fusion at the plasma membrane [133, 136, 325].
Unexpectedly, entry of VSVΔG-BHLD virions into Vero cells was inhibited by NH4Cl
and sucrose (Figure 4-6A and B), implicating endocytosis. To rule out the possibility that
fusion of VSVΔG-BHLD with the plasma membrane of Vero cells was unproductive due
to the properties of VSV virions (for example, the inability to penetrate the barrier of the
cortical cytoskeleton), we tested entry of VSVΔG virions pseudotyped with
paramyxovirus (PIV5) glycoproteins F and HN [314]. PIV5 enters cells by fusion with
the plasma membrane [326]. VSV-PIV5(F-HN) infection of Vero cells was not inhibited
by sucrose (Figure 4-6B), as expected for entry by fusion with the plasma membrane, and
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Figure 4-6: VSVG-BHLD virions enter Vero cells by pH-dependent endocytosis.
(A) VSVΔG-BHLD entry into Vero cells in the presence of NH4Cl or control
conditions. (B) VSVΔG-G, VSVΔG-PIV5, and VSVΔG-BHLD entry in the presence

of hypertonic media containing sucrose. GFP expression was quantified as before,
except that GFP expressing foci formed areas were enumerated for VSVΔG-PIV5. The
averages of three (A and B) independent experiments normalized to control conditions
are shown. (C) VSVΔG-PIV5 infection of Vero cells results in fused cells. (D)
VSVΔG-BHLD entry into Vero cells in the presence of PBS or 44% PEG 6000 in PBS.
The average number of GFP positive cells from four independent experiments is shown

for each condition. Error bars represent standard deviations. Statistical analysis was
performed for (D) using a paired two tail Student’s T Test (**, P ≤ 0.01). (E)
Representative images of (D).
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caused fused multinucleated cells (Figure 4-6C). To rule out that the productive entry of
VSVΔG-BHLD virions into Vero cells by fusion at the plasma membrane was blocked
at an attachment or a postfusion step, we forced VSVΔG-BHLD virions to fuse with the
plasma membrane by using polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Figure 4-6D and E), an approach
that has been used with HSV-1 [200, 237]. PEG treatment reduces the hydration
repulsion barrier to fusion by dehydrating the area between membranes, which reduces
the volume between them and allows the membranes to approach each other
closely[327]. PEG treatment increased the number of Vero cells infected by VSVΔGBHLD by ~10-fold (Figure 4-6D). Thus, VSVΔG-BHLD virions are unable to enter Vero
cells due to a block at the fusion rather than at the attachment or a postfusion step. The
block in VSVΔG-BHLD virion fusion with the plasma membrane of Vero cells suggests
that this route may require one or more HSV-1 glycoproteins that are absent from
VSVΔG-BHLD virions. Taken together, our results suggest that gB, gD, gH, and gL are
sufficient to specify entry by endocytosis while VSVΔG-BHLD may require an
additional factor to enter Vero cells by fusion at the plasma membrane.

4.4 Chapter Summary
By establishing a pseudotyping system for HSV-1, we showed that the four essential
entry glycoproteins were sufficient to enter several cell types. Moreover, these
glycoproteins directed endocytic entry in all tested cell lines but were unable to direct
fusion at the plasma membrane in Vero cells. Further, the efficiency and the low-pH
dependency of the endocytic entry of VSVΔG-BHLD virions differed from those of
HSV-1. We propose that while gB, gD, gH, and gL permit pH-dependent endocytosis,
one or more of the so-called nonessential envelope proteins may direct fusion at the
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plasma membrane as well as determine the efficiency and low-pH dependency of
endocytosis. The pseudotyping system pioneered here opens doors for future systematic
exploration of the herpesvirus entry pathways and the role of the nonessential
glycoproteins.
4.4.1. Entry of VSVΔG-BHLD into C10 cells
Entry of the VSVΔG-BHLD virions into C10 cells was inhibited by both NH4Cl and
BFLA, with BFLA having a stronger inhibitory effect on VSVΔG-BHLD than NH4Cl.
This inhibitory effect was reduced when larger amounts of VSVΔG-BHLD were used,
however, and we observed a positive correlation between the percentage of cells infected
by VSVΔG-BHLD and the percentage of infected cells resistant to BFLA treatment. In
addition to raising endosomal pH, BFLA can also block maturation of the late endosomes
[328]. Therefore, entry into C10 cells may be inhibited due to a block in endosomal
maturation rather than dissipation of the endosomal pH. Another possibility is that the
amount of inhibitor, while sufficient for blocking VSVΔG-G entry, was too low to block
acidification of endosomes in all C10 cells. In this case, the addition of larger amounts of
VSVΔG-BHLD increased the likelihood of infection of a cell that was only weakly
treated by BFLA. Regardless of the mechanism, entry of the VSVΔG-BHLD virions into
C10 cells is distinct from HSV-1 entry into C10 cells, which occurs by endocytosis but is
not inhibited by either NH4Cl or BFLA[133]. It is yet unclear why HSV-1 enters C10
cells preferentially by this route. Reduction in surface amounts of cellular β3 integrins
makes HSV-1 infection of HaCaT, HeLa, and SK-N-SH cells less sensitive to BFLA
[329, 330], which suggests that β3 integrins may contribute to the selection of the
endocytic route, perhaps, through interaction with gH/gL [330, 331]. While these
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observations do not explain our findings, it is possible that the relative amounts of one or
more HSV-1 glycoproteins change the route of entry or the requirement for an acidified
vesicle. Regardless, our results show that gB, gH/gL, and gD are sufficient to direct
endocytic entry in both CHO-R3A and C10 cells and that entry of the VSVΔG-BHLD
virions is pH-dependent. Future experiments with inhibitors of entry should include
HSV-1 virus as a control.
4.4.2. Entry of VSVΔG-BHLD into Vero cells
HSV-1 enters Vero cells by fusion at the plasma membrane [132, 133, 136, 325].
Although a small percentage of HSV-1 particles are endocytosed by Vero cells, this does
not result in productive infection [132, 136]. Surprisingly, VSVΔG-BHLD entry into
Vero cells was sensitive to inhibition by both NH4Cl and sucrose, consistent with pHdependent endocytosis rather than fusion at the plasma membrane. Moreover, VSVΔGBHLD virions infected Vero cells ~10-fold less efficiently than C10 cells, in contrast to
HSV-1, which achieves higher titers on Vero cells [131]. VSVΔG virions pseudotyped
with PIV5 glycoproteins, which direct fusion at the plasma membrane, were fully capable
of entering Vero cells by this route, suggesting that HSV-1 gB, gD, gH, and gL were
insufficient to allow fusion at the plasma membrane. In support of this, PEG treatment,
which forces fusion at the plasma membrane, increased the efficiency of infection in
Vero cells ~10-fold, restoring it to the expected level. We conclude that for VSVΔGBHLD virions, entry by direct fusion at the plasma membrane is blocked at the fusion
step rather than at the attachment or postfusion steps.
We hypothesize that entry by fusion at the plasma membrane could require one or more
HSV-1 envelope proteins that are absent from VSVΔG-BHLD virions, for example, gK.
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Entry of gK-null HSV-1 (KOS) into Vero cells is slow [189], and an N-terminal
truncation of HSV-1 gK, gKΔ31-68, can delay entry of HSV-1 (McKrae) into Vero cells
as well as rat ganglionic neuronal axons [187]. Considering that HSV-1 enters both Vero
and neuronal cells by fusion at the plasma membrane [128, 129, 136], gK could be
required for efficient entry by this route.

Another possibility is that there is not enough gH/gL present on the virions for triggering
fusion at the plasma membrane. Mass spectroscopy analysis of HSV-1 virions using a
semi-quantitative scoring lists gB as slightly more abundant than gH in mature virions
(gB at 5-10%, gH at 1-4%, of total virus protein)[301]. However, gL was found to be less
abundant than gH, which is not consistent with gH being present as a heterodimer with
gL[295, 332]. Therefore, it is possible that our virions have a lower ratio of gH/gL to gB
than HSV-1 does. Recent studies with equine herpesvirus 1 (EHV-1) have shown that
gH/gL interaction with the integrin α4β1 is required for entry by fusion at the plasma
membrane[333]. Furthermore, this interaction triggers calcium release and a cellular
signaling cascade that results in exposure of phosphatidylserine on the cell surface[334].
Activation of calcium signaling has also been reported in HSV and depends, in part, on
gH/gL interaction with αV integrins[335, 336] as well as on gD interaction with nectin-1.
Thus, HSV-1 gH/gL could potentially enable fusion at the plasma membrane in Vero
cells by triggering a calcium signaling cascade. If so, the inability of VSVΔG-BHLD
virions to enter cells by fusion at the plasma membrane could be explained by levels of
gH/gL that are too low to trigger the necessary signaling events.
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Chapter 5: gH/gL interaction with Liposomes
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5.2.

The role of gH/gL ectodomain in lipid interactions

HSV gB is the fusogen that has two fusion loops necessary for membrane interaction[47,
224]. By contrast, the structure of HSV gH/gL does not resemble any known
fusogen[203]. Both HSV gB and gH/gL are required for fusion[159, 171] and cell
entry[257]. However, there are conflicting reports of HSV gH/gL inducing hemifusion in
cell-to-cell and virus-to-cell conditions[208, 209]. Moreover, the gH/gL from VZV,
HCMV, and KSHV has been reported to induce cell-cell fusion in the absence of gB[250,
262, 337]. Finally, HSV gH/gL may be capable of virion fusion with the outer nuclear
membrane, the de-envelopment stage during the nuclear egress process. While the
deletion of both gB and gH in resulted in virions that were trapped in the perinuclear
space[155-157], deletion of only gB or gH showed negligible accumulation of capsid in
the perinuclear space, which implies redundant functions for gB and gH in virion fusion
in de-envelopment [155-157]. All of these evidence point to gH/gL being able to interact
with membranes and mediate fusion in the absence of gB under certain conditions.

Previously, peptides from HSV-1 gH were used to investigate the interaction of gH/gL
with lipids[211-217]. Several of these studies focused on the helical stretch gH 625-844
and on the role of cholesterol in peptide interaction with liposomes[212-214]. Moreover,
these studies relied exclusively on peptides and did not use the entire gH/gL ectodomain.

Soluble gH/gL did not co-float with liposomes when gB interaction with
Phosphatidylcholine:Cholesterol (PC) liposomes was investigated under neutral pH[223].
However, HSV bound liposomes in the presence of soluble gD receptor HVEM under
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acidic conditions[316]. Subsequently, gH/gL was found to co-float with gB and
liposomes when exposed to pH 5[338]. This suggested that these conditions either
triggered a stable interaction between gH/gL and gB, allowing gH/gL to associate with
liposomes indirectly, or induced a direct interaction between gH/gL and the liposomes. A
detailed analysis of the interaction between gH/gL and lipids may help explain why
gH/gL is required for HSV fusion.

Initially, we purified the HSV-2 gH/gL ectodomain (gH2/gL2) using the recombinant
baculovirus system used in our lab[203, 291] for studies with VSVΔG-gB. This process
produces approximately 150 μg of purified protein per liter of SF9 cells, which was
insufficient for the cell-cell fusion experiments using soluble gH/gL[171, 173].
Therefore, we used the S2 (Schneider 2 Drosophila melanogaster cells) system used
previously for expression of PRV gH/gL[339]. gH2/gL2 was expressed and purified from
both cell types and tested for activity in cell-cell fusion and co-floatation as previously
reported[171, 173, 338], with the goal of producing large quantities of gH2/gL2 for in
vitro experiments.

5.3.

Results

5.3.1 Stable inducible expression of gH2 and gL2 in S2 cells
Schneider 2 Drosophila melanogaster (S2) cells have been used successfully for the
expression of soluble PRV gH/gL[339] and in limited cell-cell fusion studies using HSV
glycoproteins expressed on the surface of S2 cells and CHO cells as target cells[340]. We
cloned the gH2(19-803) ectodomain without the signal sequence but with a C-terminal
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6XHis tag into the DES®-Inducible Kit (Invitrogen) expression vector pMT/BiP/V5-His
(Figure 5-1A). gL2(21-224) lacking the signal sequence was cloned into pMT/BiP/V5His without any tag (Figure 5-1A). In each case, the native signal sequence was replaced
by the secretion signal sequence of the BiP gene. Following transfection of these
plasmids along with the constitutively expressing pCoBlast (for blasticidin resistance),
cells with stable integration were selected using blasticidin. Gene copy insertions are
routinely 500-1,000 copies per a cell, so it is expected that the cells have copies of both
gH and gL under these conditions[341, 342]. The metallothionein (MT) promoter was
induced with copper sulfate and the cell supernatant assayed for gH2/gL2 expression by
Western Blot (Figure 5-1B).

5.3.2. gH/gL binds liposomes containing phosphatidylserine (PS)
Soluble HSV-2 gH/gL was expressed and purified from SF9 insect cells for in vitro
assays designed to trigger gB. During these initial experiments, we observed gH/gL
interaction with liposomes that had not been reported in the literature.

5.3.2.1. gH/gL co-floatation with liposomes containing phosphatidylserine
Soluble gH/gL was incubated with liposomes containing phosphatidylcholine :
cholesterol (PC:Chol), phosphatidylcholine : phosphatidylserine : phosphatidic acid
(PC:PS:PA), phosphatidylcholine : phosphatidylserine (PC:PS), or a no liposome control
at 37°C for 1 hour. KCl was then added to all samples to a final concentration of 1 M, and
samples were incubated for additional 15 min to block any non-specific electrostatic
interactions[223, 338]. Similar conditions were previously used for probing interactions
of soluble gB with PC:Chol liposomes[222, 223, 338]. Protein-liposome complexes were
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B

Figure 5-1: Inducible expression of gH2 and gL2 using pMT/BiP/V5-His in
S2 cells. (A) Diagram of the gH and gL genes inserted in frame with the BiP
secretion signal sequence under control of the metallothionein promoter. (B)
gH and gL was detected in the S2 supernatant using R137 pAb (cross reactive
to both HSV-1 and HSV-2 gH/gL). Molecular weight standards are shown on
the left, and gH and gL positions are labeled on the right.
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separated by sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation. Fractions were blotted and probed
using anti-gH/gL antibodies(Figure 5-2). We found that both HSV-1 and HSV-2 gH/gL
co-floated with liposomes containing PS but not with the PC:Chol liposomes.

5.3.2.2. gH/gL pellets with multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) containing PS
To quantify binding, we used a pelleting assay with multilamellar vesicles (MLVs)[343,
344] (Figure 5-3A). Following co-incubation, the samples are centrifuged to separate
MLVs and MLV-bound protein from unbound protein. The amount of gH was quantified
and expressed as the ratio of bound amount to total protein (bound and unbound). While
some gH/gL was detected in the bound fraction of the no liposome control (Figure 5-3A),
more gH/gL pelleted with the liposomes (Figure 5-3B). Membrane binding was sensitive
to the presence of NaCl above 150 mM during the 1 hour incubation period, and both 500
mM and 1M NaCl completely blocked gH/gL binding to MLVs (Figure 5-3C). However,
membrane interaction was insensitive to the presence of 500 mM or 1 M NaCl when it
was added after the protein:liposome mixture had incubated for 1 hour. This suggests that
initial interaction between gH/gL and the MLVs is dependent on electrostatic forces, but
that after initial interaction, other types of interactions dominate membrane binding.
Soluble gH2/gL2 expressed and purified from S2 cells also bound to the MLVs (Figure
5-3D). This demonstrated that the gH2/gL2 expressed in the SF9 or S2 insect systems
produced equivalent proteins for this assay. Binding was dependent on PS, because
reduction in the amount of PS reduced binding (Figure 5-3D).
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A

B

Figure 5-2: gH/gL ectodomain co-floats with liposomes containing
phosphatidylserine (PS). gH2/gL2 (A) or gH1/gL1 (B) was incubated
with liposomes as labeled. Liposomes and protein-liposome complexes
were separated from unbound protein by sucrose gradient

ultracentrifugation and 7 (A) or 5 (B) equal fractions were removed
from top to bottom and probed with αgH2/gL2 R176 (A) or αgH1/gL1
R137 (B).
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C

B

D

Figure 5-3: gH/gL co-sediments with multilamellar vesicles (MLVs). Soluble
gH2/gL2 was incubated with buffer (A) or PC:PS:PA liposomes (B), separated into

bound and unbound fractions, and run on SDS-PAGE. (C) Quantification of the
sedimentation assay in (A and B) and under different NaCl conditions. Conditions
were performed in triplicate, quantified, and expressed as the percentage gH bound
compared to total. (D) Sedimentation assay was performed with gH2/gL2 from S2
cells and liposomes as indicated.
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5.3.3. Liposomes containing PS do not induce large conformational changes in
gH/gL
We wanted to characterize the interaction of gH/gL with PS-containing liposomes
further. Initial experiments using mAbs to block the interaction between gH2/gL2 and
liposomes in the co-floatation assay were inconclusive (not shown). If the interaction of
gH/gL with lipids is required for fusion, then any antibody that blocks gH/gL binding to
liposomes would be expected to be neutralizing. However, nearly all known antibodies
against gH2/gL2 are non-neutralizing[204]. The two known neutralizing antibodies bind
to the N terminus of the protein, which has been proposed to play a role in the activation
of gH/gL by gD[173] but is not required for the complex formation between gH/gL, gB,
and liposomes under acidic conditions[338]. However, if gH interaction with lipids is not
required for fusion, it could be required for another HSV process associated with gH such
as egress[155].In this case antibodies which block this process may not be neutralizing.
While many antibodies against gH/gL have been characterized[204], it is possible that the
region of gH/gL that binds lipids does not overlap with an epitope targeted by available
antibodies. Therefore, testing antibody blocking of the interaction between gH/gL and
liposomes should be done after membrane-binding residues of gH/gL are identified.

To identify membrane-binding residues of gH/gL, we used deuterium exchange mass
spectrometry (DXMS), in collaboration with Sheng Li at UCLA [345-348]. The process
compares deuterium exchange of solvent exposed hydrogens in the presence or absence
of liposomes[345-348]. Residues that interact with liposomes or undergo conformational
changes in their presence are expected to have slower deuterium
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Figure 5-4: Soluble HSV-2 gH/gL was expressed and purified
from SF9 and S2 cells for DXMS. The proteins were diluted to the
indicated amount and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Molecular weight
standards are shown on the left, gH and gL are labeled on the right.
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exchange rates relative to the control (no liposomes) conditions[347]. Soluble gH2/gL2
from both SF9 and S2 cells was purified and sent along with lipid aliquots for MLV
preparation (Figure 5-4). We predicted that in the presence of membrane, regions of gH
that interacted with the liposomes would show a decreased rate of deuterium exchange
relative to the no liposome condition. This may be accompanied by increased rates of
exchange for regions of gH that became more exposed during the lipid interact, perhaps
by local conformation changes during the lipid interaction. Finally, we expected
exchange rates in gL and other regions of gH to remain unaffected by the presence of
liposomes. However, deuterium exchange rates for gH/gL remained relatively unchanged
by the presence of liposomes (Figure 5-5). While there were some small changes in the
rate of exchange (Figure 5-5), they are not localized to one part of the protein and we
suspect they are background differences in exchange that do not reflect specific changes
in gH/gL in response to the presence of liposomes.Therefore, this analysis did not
identify any obvious residues or region to target for follow up experimentation (Figure 55).

5.4.

Chapter Summary

We could not reproduce the cell-cell fusion observed previously when gB expressing C10
cells were incubated with soluble gD and gH2/gL2 (from either SF9 or S2 cells)[171].
This was a critical control experiment for using soluble gH2/gL2 to trigger the gB in
VSVΔG-gB virions generated in chapter 4. However, we found gH/gL produced using
either expression system associated with liposomes containing phosphatidylserine (PS)
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Figure 5-5: Difference in deuterium exchange for gH2/gL2 with and without
PC:PS:PA liposomes. Sequences of gH2 (A) and gL2 (B) with the time in
seconds allowed for exchange. Gradients of blue indicate slower exchange, and
gradients of red indicate faster exchange, relative to no liposome conditions.
Black lines indicate large stretches not present in the mass spectrometry
coverage.

(Figure 5-2 and 5-3). Liposomes containing equal amounts of PC, PA, and PS were used
in many of these preliminary experiments because they were available. In later
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experiments, we determined that liposomes containing PS were sufficient (Figure 5-3D).
Binding was dependent on PS, because reduction in the amount of PS reduced binding
(Figure 5-3D), and the inclusion of 0.5 – 1 M NaCl during protein:liposome incubation
reduced binding (Figure 5-3C). However, the addition of KCl or NaCl after 1-hr
incubation did not block gH/gL co-floatation or co-sedimentation, respectively, with
liposomes (Figure 5-2A and Figure 5-3C). These results suggest an initial electrostatic
interaction dependent on PS in the liposomes, followed by a stable, possibly hydrophobic
interaction. It is difficult to conclude what the role of PS is in the interaction of gH/gL
with liposomes without knowing the residues of gH/gL involved in the binding.

Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry (DXMS) has been used successfully to
interrogate the exposed residues of proteins, monitor conformational changes, and
determine protein residues interacting with lipids[345-348]. In this study, we used this
approach to identify residues or regions of gH/gL responsible for membrane binding we
observed by co-floatation and co-sedimentation. Our DXMS data did not find any regions
where the exchange rate of deuterium changed appreciably in the presence of liposomes
(Figure 5-5). We expected that membrane-binding residues would show a 30-50%
decrease in deuterium exchange, similarly to what was reported for membrane-binding
helices of other proteins [349, 350]. This could be accompanied by increase in deuterium
exchange in some regions as a result of membrane interaction. Instead the rate of
deuterium exchange with gH/gL varied very little between the two conditions, and the
small changes were spread all over the protein. We conclude that specific regions of
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gH/gL and/or large conformational changes in gH/gL, do not occur in the presence of
liposomes containing PS.

The DXMS experiment utilized gH2/gL2 from Sf9 cells, but both Sf9- and S2-expressed
proteins appear similarly homogeneous based on SDS-PAGE (Figure 5-4) and would be
expected to produce similar results. gL2 produced in the S2 expression system migrated
as a single band by SDS-PAGE, suggesting uniform glycosylation (Figure 5-4), and
unlike Sf9-produced gL2, is less prone to degradation. This property may be helpful in
future crystallization efforts. Although the Western blot of S2 supernatant (Figure 5-1B)
did not show a single band for gL2, this could be due to non-specific binding of the
antibody to proteins in the media.

While some regions of gH and gL were not covered by DXMS, most of gH was
identified, including the residues 625-644 that have been proposed to bind membranes as
isolated peptides[212-217]. That study found the inclusion of cholesterol to be important
for the gH peptide interaction with lipids. Our experiments did not include cholesterol
because it was not required for membrane binding, in our hands. Future experiments
should include cholesterol in the liposomes to corroborate the findings with gH625-644
peptides, and perhaps an experimental variation in the liposome binding prior to DXMS
minimized the gH/gL-lipid interaction in the previous attempt.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and future directions
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6.1.

Significance of Work

The work presented here advanced our understanding of the HSV fusion mechanism and
established the ability of HSV gB, gH, gL, and gD to function in the VSVΔG
pseudotyping system. We showed that several hyperfusogenic mutants, including the new
K864S/K865S/K866S mutant, increase fusion levels by the same mechanism. These
mutants all caused more fusion than WT and over a shorter period of time. However, all
of the mutants still required gH/gL and gD, and particularly, required the cytoplasmic tail
of gH for fusion. We used these data to update our model of the cytoplasmic domain of
gB and the role of the cytoplasmic tail of gH in activating gB. It is yet unclear if syncytial
mutations are helpful or harmful to HSV in the clinical setting. Recent sequencing work
demonstrated that mutations in gB that cause the syncytial phenotype can arise in vivo but
may represent only a portion of total HSV population infecting one person[243]. The
increasing availability of genomic sequencing data may answer the question of how
syncytial/hyperfusogenic mutations affect viral fitness by testing multiple sites on a
patient and over time.

The great barrier to understanding HSV fusion is the lack of prefusion structure of gB.
We generated VSVΔG-gB with the goal of characterizing prefusion gB by electron
microscopy and by triggering it in vitro to bind to liposomes. We found gB to be well
incorporated into the virions as judged by SDS-PAGE and electron microscopy.
However, we were unsuccessful in triggering gB interaction with liposomes by using
soluble gH/gL and gD. One possible explanation for this is that the cytoplasmic domain
of gH is necessary for triggering the conformational change in gB that would allow it to
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bind membrane. This is consistent with our finding that the cytoplasmic tail of gH is
required for cell-cell fusion even for hyperfusogenic mutants of gB. Our inability to
purposefully trigger gB on the surface of the VSV pseudotypes presented a challenge to
visualization of the prefusion gB on the virions by EM. It is unclear from the
immunogold experiment if the VSVΔG-gB particles had similar amounts of gB, or if
there were groups with very high amounts and others with very low amounts. A condition
which would have triggered gB from prefusion to postfusion would have given us an idea
how many particles had gB on the surface and its distribution. This information would
have guided our electron microscopy efforts. Future cryo-EM studies on the VSVΔG-gB
particles may yield information about the prefusion structure of gB.

Our findings with VSVΔG-BHLD show that gB is fusogenic in this pseudovirion system
when the other essential HSV glycoproteins, gD, gH, and gL, are present. We
demonstrated that these four HSV proteins are sufficient for entry into gD receptor
expressing cells. Additionally, being unable to infect Vero cells by fusion at the plasma
membrane, the VSVΔG-BHLD pseudotypes provide us with a null-background system
for identifying the minimal requirements for fusion at the plasma membrane.

We identified the novel ability of soluble gH/gL to interact with PS-containing
liposomes. Others have shown that soluble gB (which is in the postfusion conformation)
inserts its hydrophobic fusion loops into PC:Chol liposomes[223]. Soluble gH/gL did not
interact with such liposomes except when gB and low pH were present[338]. Our gH/gL
association results did not include gB and were at neutral pH. We do not know yet what
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regions of gH are required for this interaction. However, our success expressing gH/gL
from S2 cells indicates mutants could be generated and expressed in sufficient amounts
for testing in liposome binding. Overall, the novel interaction of soluble gH/gL with PScontaining liposomes suggests that gH/gL may directly engage membranes during the
fusion process.

6.2.

Future Directions

6.2.1. Regulation of prefusion gB by the cytoplasmic domain of gB
Previous work has identified numerous point mutations and several truncations in the
cytoplasmic domain of gB that increased the overall amount of fusion[50, 185, 238, 241,
279, 293, 294]. Some point mutations and very large truncations of this domain result in
poor expression of gB and low levels of fusion[51, 256, 257]. Extensive efforts to lock
the ectodomain of gB into the prefusion conformation have thus far been
unsuccessful[225]. Soluble gB cytoplasmic domain interacts with anionic liposomes and
becomes more ordered in their presence[2, 285]. This body of evidence suggests that the
cytoplasmic domain of gB regulates fusion by maintaining the prefusion conformation of
gB and does so in part by interacting with the membrane.

6.2.1.1 Model of gB cytoplasmic domain
Truncation of the soluble gB cytoplasmic domain after residue 868 reduced in vitro
binding to liposomes while increasing fusion levels[285]. By contrast, truncation after
residue gB851 abrogated both binding to liposomes and fusion. Since the mutant
K864S/K865S/K866S was hyperfusogenic, we propose that the end of helix 2 interacts
with the membrane. The mutant E857D was below WT for both fusion and expression.
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This result is similar to the alanine substitution of the corresponding residue in HSV-2
gB[284] but not the glutamic acid substitution[238]. It is unclear why substitution with a
similar residue disrupted gB expression and activity. It is possible that the E857 residue is
important for the gB trimer stability, since the gB851 truncation is poorly expressed in
mammalian cells[2] and the gB(801-851) cytodomain, while a trimer in solution, tends to
aggregate[285]. With h2b near the membrane, it is tempting to speculate that residues of
h2b and h1a interact to stabilize the trimer. Loss of a part of h2b drastically reduces the
amount of gB correctly processed[256, 277], indicating that these residues are important
for proper folding. In HSV-2 gB, four separate alanine substitutions in helix h1 abolished
expression and function of gB in cell-cell fusion[284], again hinting at a defect in folding.
Mutations and truncations to gB cytoplasmic domain did not alter mAb binding to the
ectodomain[2]. However, the field does not have a prefusion-specific antibody to gB, so
we cannot completely rule out the possibility that some mutations in the cytoplasmic
domain alter the ectodomain as a mechanism of fusion. Future experiments will confirm
the interaction of helix 2b and helix 3 with membrane mimetics.

6.2.1.2. Mechanism of gB activation by gH cytoplasmic wedge
We made successive truncations to the cytoplasmic tail of gH in order to find residues
that were important for WT gB fusion, but not for one or more hyperfusogenic mutants.
Previous mutations and truncations of gH focused largely on residues 830-832, the
“SAP” residues[172, 252, 253], which showed a strong reduction in fusion in a syncytia
counting assay with C10 cells, but not with the CHO fusion luciferase assay[172].
Therefore we began our truncation analysis of gH beginning at gH829, but included
gH832 (residues SVP), in the fusion assay with the hyperfusogenic mutants. The decrease
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in fusion for each gH truncation was proportional for WT gB and each of the mutants.
Truncation of the gH tail did not alter LP11 antibody binding to the ectodomain,
consistent with previous mutagenesis of this domain[205, 206]. However, an interaction
between cytoplasmic domains of gH and gB was not detected in vitro[172]. Therefore,
we propose that the cytoplasmic domain of gH acts like a wedge, disrupting the
cytoplasmic domain of gB in order to trigger fusion. This non-specific disruption would
be driven by the interaction of the ectodomains of gB and gH/gL[232].

Our working model is that the cytoplasmic domain is necessary for maintaining the
prefusion conformation of gB. If specific residues in the short tail of gH interacted with
gB, then we would have observed a sudden loss of fusion when those residues were
removed, which we did not. The hyperfusogenic gB mutants were not pre-triggered since
they also required the cytoplasmic tail of gH and the fusion was decreased with each
truncation of gH. In our model, the general mechanism of the hyperfusogenic gB mutants
is that they permit the gH cytotail wedge to interact with residues of gB responsible for
stabilizing prefusion gB. Only a few residues of gH cytodomain were required for
detectable fusion with WT gB, and less for the hyperfusogenic mutants. Given that our
model places the end of helix h2 at the membrane, and the beginning of helix h1 is also
necessarily at the membrane, we speculate that the gH tail disrupts an interaction between
h1a and h2b of gB. Future experiments should test if the mutations in the h1a of gB
cytodomain still require the few residues of the gH cytodomain.
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6.2.2. Using VSVΔG-BHLD to study HSV entry and fusion
The recombinant VSVΔG system has been used successfully to study the entry of
fusogens from many viruses, especially for viruses where biosafety is a concern [307313]. Here we utilized this technology to characterize entry requirements of HSV-1,
which contains over a dozen proteins in its envelope. We generated VSVΔG virions
bearing the four essential HSV-1 entry glycoproteins, gB, gD, gH, and gL, in their
envelopes. To our knowledge, this is the first time the VSVΔG system has been extended
beyond two proteins. These VSVΔG-BHLD virions infected several cell lines,
demonstrating for the first time that gB, gD, gH, and gL are not only required but also
sufficient for cell entry.

By establishing a pseudotyping system for HSV-1, we showed that the four essential
entry glycoproteins permitted endocytic entry in all tested cell lines but were unable to
direct fusion at the plasma membrane in Vero cells. Moreover, the efficiency and the
low-pH dependency of the endocytic entry of VSVΔG-BHLD virions differed from
HSV-1, which has been reported to infect Vero cells more efficiently than C10 cells and
enter C10 cells by pH-independent endocytosis. It is unclear why low pH is required in
some cell types, but not others[126, 132, 133, 184]. The pseudotyping system pioneered
here opens doors for future systematic exploration of the herpesvirus entry pathways and
the role of the nonessential glycoproteins. Future experiments should investigate the
possible role of gK in entry at the plasma membrane, and the relative incorporation of the
four glycoproteins into the particles. One possibility is that more gH/gL per a virion is
required for some entry pathways, but not others. Since fusion at the plasma membrane
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of EHV-1 requires gH/gL interaction with α4β1, and the resulting PS exposure on the cell
surface, multiple gH/gL proteins are probably required for this entry route. It is also
unknown if HSV-1 entry at the plasma membrane requires the same PS exposure, and so
this should be investigated. In addition, VSVΔG-BHLD entry should be assayed
alongside entry of HSV-1.

The VSV pseudovirions with combinations of HSV fusion proteins such as VSVΔGBHLD, VSVΔG-gB, VSVΔG-BHL are valuable tools for the study of the individual
glycoproteins. We are exploring whether the VSVΔG-gB can be used for cryo-EM
imaging of prefusion gB. In addition, the VSVΔG-gB could be monitored by total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy using fluorophores to monitor
conformation changes by FRET and compared to VSVΔG-BHL and VSVΔG-BHLD.
The larger goal is to study the activity of HSV-1 glycoproteins outside of cells, in vitro.
However, this will require increasing the number of infectious particles or enriching for
infectious particles during purification. In all likelihood, improving the ability of
VSVΔG-BHLD to fuse at the plasma membrane, possibly including gK or increasing
gH/gL incorporation, will increase the usefulness of the reagent for in vitro studies on a
lipid bilayer or with liposomes.

6.2.3. gH/gL interaction with lipids?
Previous studies found that soluble gH/gL co-floated with PC:Chol liposomes only when
gB was included and at pH 5.0[338]. It is unknown if in these assays gH/gL associated
with the liposomes, or gB, or both. We found that gH/gL co-floats with liposomes that
contain PS at neutral pH. We do not know if this interaction is specific for PS or whether
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other acidic phospholipids could facilitate this interaction. We also do not know if this
observation has any relevance to HSV fusion. One possibility is that the interaction we
observe is part of the role gH appears to play in virion egress[155-157]. Another role of
lipid interaction by gH/gL ectodomain could be to displace the membrane proximal
region of gB, thereby exposing the gB fusion loops[226].

Finally, it is tempting to speculate that the interaction of gH/gL with PS is required for
HSV entry by a pH-independent route, such as fusion at the plasma membrane, and that
low pH is required when PS is not available. This would be consistent with the
observation that gH/gL co-floats with gB and PC:Chol co-floatation only under acidic
conditions[338] and that EHV-1 entry at the plasma membrane requires flipping of PS to
the cell surface[334]. It would be interesting to determine whether HSV attachment
increases PS levels on the cell surface of Vero cells, as was demonstrated for EHV-1. In
the short term, VSVΔG-BHLD fusion with lipid bilayers can be monitored using
compositions with and without PS to determine if it is required for fusion.
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